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Abstract 
Mitchell, A. 2020. Insights into the Effects of Type 2 Diabetes on Bone Health. Digital 
Comprehensive Summaries of Uppsala Dissertations from the Faculty of Medicine 1695. 
97 pp. Uppsala: Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. ISBN 978-91-513-1047-3. 

Individuals with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) have an increased risk of hip fracture, despite 
a stable or even greater bone mineral density (BMD). Bone area is linked to hip fracture risk 
independent of BMD and smaller bone area has been reported in T2DM subjects at the radius 
and tibia, but information at the hip is lacking. The Mediterranean diet is associated with a lower 
risk of hip fracture yet the mechanisms are unclear. The diet’s effect on T2DM status may be 
a possible mechanism. This thesis aims to discern the effects fasting glucose levels and T2DM 
have on bone. 

In paper I, clinical cut offs of fasting glucose used to define T2DM, were used to explore 
the association with BMD, bone area and bone turnover markers in the Swedish mammography 
cohort clinical (SMCC) and the Uppsala longitudinal study of adult men (ULSAM). T2DM 
was associated with greater BMD yet lower bone area at the total hip when compared to those 
without T2DM. T2DM was also associated with lower levels of bone turnover markers. 

In paper II, a Mendelian randomisation (MR) study was used to assess the potential causal 
effects of genetically predicted fasting glucose concentrations on bone area and BMD in partici-
pants from SMCC, the prospective investigation in the vasculature of Uppsala seniors (PIVUS) 
and ULSAM. Results suggest an increase in genetically predicted fasting glucose concentrations 
may be a causal risk factor for lower bone area and possibly greater BMD. 

In paper III, the association between T2DM status and change in bone area and BMD over 
8 years, was analysed in the SMCC, PIVUS and ULSAM. Those with incident T2DM had a 
lesser expansion in bone area at the total hip compared to those without T2DM. 

In paper IV, causal inference mediation analyses were used to estimate the direct effect of 
Mediterranean diet on the risk of hip fracture and the possible mediating effects of T2DM and 
BMI in the Swedish mammography cohort (SMC) and the cohort of Swedish men (COSM). 
Results showed a direct effect of the Mediterranean diet on the risk of hip fracture but ruled out 
the effects of T2DM and BMI as major mediators. 

In summary, T2DM and fasting glucose were associated with lower bone area at the hip. This 
may provide important mechanistic evidence as to why those with T2DM have a greater risk 
of hip fracture. We cannot rule out mediation or counteracting effects but there is an effect of 
Medi-terranean diet on hip fracture that does not go through T2DM and BMI. 
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Introduction 

Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a chronic non-communicable disease that 
is associated with a range of complications,(1) perhaps most commonly, cardi-
ovascular disease (CVD)(2) peripheral neuropathy(3) and retinopathy.(4) The  
comorbidities of T2DM can lower an individual’s life expectancy(5) whilst 
also being detrimental to society, incurring high health care costs.(6) Perhaps 
one complication of T2DM that is not commonly considered is an increased 
risk of fracture,(7) and particularly hip fracture.(8) Hip fractures present a great 
concern in the elderly population and are the most severe type of fragility frac-
ture.(9) Like T2DM, they are associated with severe consequences for the in-
dividuals health and quality of life(10) while also incurring high costs to the 
healthcare system.(11) Also, during the first year after the injury there is an 
increased mortality, independent of comorbidity, lifestyle, genetic predisposi-
tion(12) and disability.(13) With the increasing average age of the global popu-
lation, the absolute numbers of those with T2DM will increase and the abso-
lute number of fractures is also expected to increase.(9) Sweden’s prevalence 
of T2DM has been reported to be 5.2% in men and 3.2% in women(14) and  
compared globally, Sweden has a high incidence of hip fractures, with a 
28.5% and 13.1% lifetime risk of hip fracture in women and men respectively, 
after 50 years of age.(15) 

The understanding of the pathophysiology of skeletal fragility in T2DM 
has increased over recent years with studies into the potential effects T2DM 
may have on bone mineral density (BMD),(16) bone area,(17) bone turnover,(18) 

bone geometry(19) and medication use.(20) However the specific mechanisms 
behind the increased risk of hip fracture in those with T2DM remain unclear.  
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Background 

Type 2 diabetes mellitus 
The pathophysiology of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is characterized by 
impaired insulin secretion or action.(21) When there is a breakdown in the feed-
back loops between insulin secretion, by the pancreatic β-cells to reduce glu-
cose output in the liver, and insulin action, to increase the uptake of glucose 
in the muscle and adipose tissue (insulin resistance), hyperglycaemia devel-
ops, leading to an excessive amount of glucose in the blood.(22) This damaging 
process results from the interaction of genetic variants(23) and lifestyle(24) with 
advancing age,(25) dietary habits,(26) physical inactivity and sedentary behavior 
(27) and a greater body mass index (BMI)(28) all associated with a greater risk 
of T2DM. Fasting glucose values measured using plasma or whole blood glu-
cose are used to clinically define T2DM (29) for their convenience and repro-
ducibility. The worldwide prevalence of T2DM continues to grow with an es-
timated 463 million people in 2019, rising to 700 million by 2045.(30)  How-
ever the onset of T2DM is insidious and frequently occurs before the diagnosis 
with an estimated 174.8 million cases undiagnosed (31) which can lead to se-
vere consequences if left untreated. 

T2DM and hip fracture  
T2DM is associated with an increased risk of hip fracture (RR 1.34; 95 % CI 
1.19-1.51), with a similar risk in men and women.(32,33) Hip fractures most 
often occur as a consequence of a fall when the forces of the fall exceed the 
strength of the bone. Structurally, bone is comprised of both trabecular and 
cortical bone. Trabecular bone is made of up a network of lamellar bone plates 
and rods, whereas cortical bone surrounds the trabecular bone and consists of 
dense and parallel, concentric, lamellar units and is covered by the endosteum 
on its inner surface and the periosteum on its outer surface.(34) Cortical bone 
is primarily responsible for load bearing(35) whereas trabecular bone seems to 
provide a structure(36) where the strength is dependent on its density.(37) 

The strength of bone and its ability to protect against fracture is defined 
clinically by measuring bone mineral density (BMD) using dual energy x-ray 
absorptiometry (DXA).(38) From this measurement, weak bones can be clini-
cally diagnosed as osteoporosis using the World health organization (WHO) 
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T‐score definitions of osteoporosis which are calculated by taking the differ-
ence between a subjects measured BMD and the mean BMD in healthy young 
adults, matched for gender and ethnic group, and expressing the difference 
relative to the young adult population standard deviation (SD).(38) However 
there may be other clinical factors to consider as BMD only accounts for 60% 
of the variation in bone strength.(39) 

Fractures are caused when forces applied to a bone exceed its’ 
strength.(40,41) Hip and other fragility fractures seen in elderly individuals are 
often the consequence of a fall (42,43) and the risk for a fragility fracture follow-
ing a fall typically increases with older age and lower BMD.(44) Paradoxically, 
the greater risk of hip fracture in those with T2DM persists despite a normal 
or even greater BMD.(45,46) The pathophysiological mechanisms for this are 
debated, however they can potentially be divided into mechanisms that 
weaken bone structure, such as lower bone size(17) and or quality.(19) High-
resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT) has shown 
increased cortical porosity which is the average fraction of void volumes 
within the cortical bone volume(47) and severe deficits in cortical bone quality 
in postmenopausal women with T2DM.(48) The lower bone size or impaired 
quality of bone may then negatively impact bone strength, which has been 
shown at the distal radius(49) and the tibia(50) in those with T2DM, suggesting 
an inferior microstructure and integrity of the bone tissue. Another mechanism 
may be the increased likelihood of impaired balance and falls(51,52) with a re-
ported greater risk of falling more than once a year, in non–insulin-treated and 
insulin treated diabetes subjects.(53) This association may also be attributable 
to other complications of microvascular disease, such as neuropathy, retinopa-
thy (54) or sarcopenia. Sarcopenia describes the loss of muscle and strength 
with aging and is increased in older adults with T2DM.(55,56) 

It has been suggested that the higher BMI associated with T2DM(57) may 
influence fracture risk as a higher body weight may result in biomechanical 
adaptations due to greater loads placed on the skeleton.(58) Yet in contrast to 
T2DM, subjects with the metabolic syndrome(59) or impaired glucose toler-
ance(45) have a decreased fracture risk. Therefore, it is not clearly understood 
what happens in the transition from a state associated with being overweight 
with accompanying hyperglycemia or insulin resistance (IR) to overt T2DM 
with regards to bone and fracture. 

T2DM and BMD  
As previously noted, despite the increased risk of fracture, patients with 
T2DM have stable or even greater BMD than those without T2DM.(46) Mech-
anisms that might account for an association between T2DM and greater BMD 
include body weight and weight change,(60) obesity,(61) fat mass,(62) lean 
mass,(63) hyperinsulinemia(64) and medication use.(65) 
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Both fat mass and lean mass have shown to be associated with an increase 
in BMD.(66) However there are inconsistencies between results with some 
studies showing fat mass may actually be detrimental to bone.(67) These dif-
ferences could be attributable to the specific study population or potential 
physiological mechanisms that may result in obesity paradoxes(68) such as the 
location of the fat, as subcutaneous fat may be beneficial to bone strength and 
structure while visceral fat may be detrimental, due to higher levels of pro-
inflammatory cytokines and increased insulin resistance.(69,70) 

Plasma leptin levels, which are typically raised in those with obesity, are 
higher in those with T2DM compared with controls.(71) Leptin induces bone 
growth by stimulating osteoblast proliferation in vitro(72) and inhibits osteo-
clastogenesis through decreased RANK/RANK ligand production.(73) 

Higher insulin levels (hyperinsulinemia) could mediate an association be-
tween T2DM and greater BMD. Insulin exerts an anabolic effect on bone due 
to its structural homology to insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) by interact-
ing with the IGF-1 receptor which is present on bone formation cells (osteo-
blasts)(74) and there is evidence of an association between IGF-1 and greater 
BMD.(75) In vitro, insulin directly stimulates osteoblast proliferation(76) and in-
creases histomorphometric indices of bone formation(77) which could lead to 
greater BMD. 

There are several medications used for the treatment of T2DM and the ev-
idence for how they impact bone is limited and contradictory. Thiazolidinedi-
one (TZDs) use and treatment with glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) has been 
shown to increase bone mineral content(65) and femoral  BMD and  
strength,(78,79) although TZDs have also been shown to increase bone loss at 
the spine and total hip.(80) However metformin the most common non-insulin 
medication used in T2DM treatment(81) has been shown to have no effect on 
BMD(81) or fracture risk.(20) Insulin treatment on the other hand has been asso-
ciated with an increased fracture risk in subjects with T2DM(82) although fur-
ther studies would be required to confirm this association. 

T2DM and bone area 
Decreases in trabecular volumetric BMD measured using 3D imaging tech-
niques begin before midlife and continue throughout life whereas decreases in 
cortical BMD begin around midlife.(83) With advancing age, bone size tends 
to increase via periosteal apposition, while bone is resorbed within the sub-
endocortical envelope(84) to compensate for endosteal bone loss and losses in 
BMD(85) in order to preserve bone strength.(86) Bone area increases over life 
by ~ 15% at central sites and by ~ 16% at peripheral sites(83) but this is less so 
in women than in men which can partially explain why women fracture more 
than men.(87) Reduced periosteal apposition can have negative biomechanical 
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effects through deleterious effects on the compressive and bending strength of 
bone.(88) 

Bone size is a determinant of bone strength, and contributes to hip fracture 
risk independent of BMD(89) in both women and men.(90,91) Biomechanically, 
there is a strong relationship between the bending strength of bone and its 
diameter, and small differences in area can render large differences in 
strength.(92) Bone size affects the mechanical integrity of bone when a force is 
applied to it(39,41) and it has been reported that increases in bone cortex diam-
eter increases resistance to bending, torsional and compressive loads.(93) Bone 
strength is proportional to the fourth power of the radius, therefore small 
changes in bone size can be of importance for fracture risk.(94) Indices of fem-
oral neck strength are inversely associated with incident hip fracture risk in 
older Caucasian women(19) and bending strength at the femoral neck has been 
shown to be reduced in those with T2DM.(95) 

There have been studies to show that older adults with T2DM have a 
smaller bone area,(17) however prior to this thesis, this had only been assessed 
at peripheral appendicular skeletal sites and not at the hip which is the area of 
interest for hip fractures. In a study of n=1060 men and women, T2DM was 
associated with a smaller cross sectional area at the radius and tibia,(17) smaller 
cortical area of the tibia in 25 postmenopausal women with T2DM compared 
to 25 controls(96) and lower endosteal and periosteal circumferences and total 
area at the tibia in n=105 hypogonadal males.(97) In a study of 1171 men (≥65 
years of age), patients with T2DM had and a smaller bone area at both the 
distal tibia and radius, -1% to -4% respectively, most notably at the cortical 
bone midshaft, resulting in lower bone bending strength at both sites after ad-
justing for body weight.(98) 

In addition to measuring bone area at peripheral sites these studies were 
conducted in relatively small and specific populations, potentially restricting 
the generalizability of the results to a wider population. Therefore, it is not 
known whether T2DM is associated with a smaller bone area at the total hip 
which may be of greater importance for the risk of hip fracture. 

T2DM and bone turnover 
Throughout life, the skeleton undergoes continuous turnover of bone which 
allows the skeletal system to respond to outside mechanical forces or molec-
ular signals.(99) Bone turnover is the process of resorption followed by for-
mation of new bone. Osteoclasts are the cells responsible for bone resorption 
while osteoblasts perform the act of bone formation. Osteoclasts attach to the 
osteon which is the outer layer of bone and resorb a small volume of bone 
leaving an excavated site, which is partially or completely refilled by new 
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bone, formed by osteoblasts which attach and produce osteoid, which is com-
posed mainly of type I collagen before ossification fixes the circulating cal-
cium in place.(100) 

Circulating serum levels of the biomechanical markers for bone resorption 
(C-terminal cross-linked telopeptide; CrossLaps)(18) and bone formation (os-
teocalcin)(101) are lower in patients with diabetes, suggesting that T2DM may 
be a state of low bone turnover, potentially leading to a theoretically negative 
effect on bone size by reduced periosteal bone formation with increasing 
age.(85) In-vivo and in-vitro studies have also shown that chronic hyperglyce-
mia can affect bone tissue as well as bone turnover.(102,103) 

Mechanisms to explain this observation may be that T2DM and hypergly-
cemia are associated with higher levels of sclerostin.(104,105) Sclerostin is a 
monomeric glycoprotein expressed by the SOST gene in osteocytes and was 
shown, in forty women with T2DM, to be involved in the regulation of bone 
remodeling by inhibiting canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling.(106) The higher 
sclerostin levels may reduce bone turnover.(107,108) This lower bone turnover in 
T2DM is associated with lesser mineralizing of the bone surface and lower 
osteoid surface quality,(109) which inhibits the ability of osteocytes and osteo-
blasts to respond adequately to load which may in part explain the higher risk 
of fracture in those with T2DM. 

Glucose, insulin and bone 
High glucose levels (hyperglycemia) have been shown to instigate a higher 
concentration of advanced glycosylation end-products (AGEs) in collagen(110) 

and in the organic bone matrix by a process known as non-enzymatic gly-
cation.(111) In contrast to normal enzymatic cross-linking in collagen which 
gives bone its toughness and scaffolding properties, AGE crosslinks lead to  
biomechanically more brittle bone that has lost its toughness and is less able 
to deform before fracturing.(110) Hyperglycemia may also have several direct 
adverse effects on bone metabolism including increased osteoclast activity re-
ducing BMD and non-enzymatic glycosylation of bone proteins that may im-
pair bone quality.(52) High levels of glucose have also been shown to reduce 
the expression of transcription factor RUNX2 with consequential inhibition of 
bone formation.(112) 

Insulin on the other hand may have an anabolic effect on bone, resulting in 
a higher BMD.(113) However, the inverse association between T2DM and in-
dices of femoral neck strength and incident hip fracture risk in older Caucasian 
women has been attributed to insulin resistance,(95) often seen in those with 
T2DM. Insulin resistance, measured using homeostatic model assessment 
(HOMA-IR), has been shown to be inversely associated with bone size,(114) 

which can potentially be explained by high levels of insulin being inversely 
associated with sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG) thus increasing the free 
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concentrations of androgens and estrogens.(115) However insulin resistance 
was also associated with smaller bone size at the distal radius, radial shaft and 
tibial shaft independent of sex steroid levels in adults (mean age 34.5 
years).(116) 

Similarly to the association between T2DM and bone area, it is unknown 
whether glucose and insulin are associated with bone area at the total hip as 
before the writing of thesis there had yet to be a study investigating this aspect. 

Diet, T2DM, BMI and hip fracture 
A diet rich in vegetables such as the Mediterranean diet, is associated with a 
lower risk of hip fracture in men and women.(117-119) Mechanisms behind this 
association are complex, but dietary constituents such as vitamins, phyto-
chemicals, antioxidants, minerals, fibre, polyphenols and omega-3 fatty acids 
of the key food groups (plant foods, olive oil and fish) consumed in moderate 
to high amounts when following a Mediterranean diet have been associated 
with beneficial effects on bone health and fracture prevention.(120) These ben-
eficial effects may arise from the induction of osteoblast activity and/or inhi-
bition of osteoclast activity, the absorption of calcium and the body’s anti-
inflammatory response influencing both bone and muscle.(121,122) Fibre and  
whole-grain intake are key components of the Mediterranean diet and are also 
associated with lower levels of inflammation.(123) The beneficial effect of com-
bining different food groups in food patterns such as the Mediterranean diet 
has been shown when dietary fibre or  wholegrain are consumed alongside 
fruits and vegetables.(124) Another key component of the Mediterranean diet is 
olive oil, which is rich in polyphenols that have antioxidant effects and may 
also lower the rate of bone loss.(125) A randomised clinical trial (RCT) (126) in 
elderly men, mean age 68, concluded that the consumption of a Mediterranean 
diet enriched with virgin olive oil for 2 years had a protective effect on bone 
via increased serum osteocalcin concentrations. 

A systematic review and meta-analysis reported that adherence to a Medi-
terranean-style dietary pattern was associated with reduced risk of developing 
T2DM.(127) Intervention studies are inconclusive whether the Mediterranean 
diet has greater effect on BMI, compared to a control diet, although most see 
a lower BMI after the intervention period.(128) Greater BMI is associated with 
a greater risk of T2DM.(129) BMI is also in general, inversely associated with 
fracture risk,(130,131) although it might be possible that those in the highest BMI 
range also have an increased risk of fracture.(132,133) 

Considering the current literature, while the association between adherence 
to a Mediterranean diet and reduced risk of hip fracture has been estab-
lished,(119) causal mechanisms to explain why this is are lacking. We know 
adherence to a Mediterranean diet is associated with lower risk of T2DM with 
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both impacting on fracture risk. Therefore, we believed there was an oppor-
tunity to explore T2DM and BMI as potential mediating mechanisms as to 
explain the lower risk of fracture seen with greater adherence to a Mediterra-
nean diet. 

Directed acyclic graphs 
Directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) are a graphical tool to represent independen-
cies, conditional independencies and causal relationships.(134) They can be a 
helpful tool for identifying causal and biasing paths. Constructing a DAG 
should be based on the researchers’ biological background knowledge and un-
derstanding of the potential pathways.(135,136) In a DAG, causal relationships 
are represented by arrows or (paths) between the variables, pointing from 
cause to effect and must be acyclic and therefore not contain any feedback 
loops. The causal diagram theory also states that drawing no connection be-
tween two variables (nodes) is a stronger assertion than including one. As seen 
in Figure 1, an arrow from T2DM to hip fracture represents an open path and 
means that we hypothesise that a change in T2DM status causes a change in 
hip fracture risk. Another open path is the path from T2DM to hip fracture 
through bone area. This represents a mediating path which will be discussed 
in more detail later. A backdoor path is where two variables share a common 
cause or a parent cause. In Figure 1, Mediterranean diet affects T2DM status 
and hip fracture. This path is an open path but a non-causal path as depicted 
by the direction of the arrows and is a graphical representation of confounding.  
A collider path is a closed path and is depicted in Figure 1, where hospitalisa-
tion may be a cause of both T2DM and hip fracture. This implies that there is 
no association between T2DM and hip fracture on the path T2DM → hospi-
talisation ← hip fracture, unless we condition on hospitalisation. The paths 
can be changed from open to closed or closed to open by conditioning on or 
controlling for particular variables in statistical models, according to the rules 
of d-separation.(137) In Figure 1 controlling for confounding by Mediterranean 
diet will lead to a less biased estimate of the effect of T2DM on hip fracture, 
however conditioning on a mediating variable (bone area) or a colliding vari-
able (hospitalisation) may lead to potentially biased estimates due to over sim-
plified mediation analysis(138) or collider stratification bias.(139) 
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Figure 1. Causal diagram(140) for the hypothesised effects of type 2 diabetes mellitus 
(T2DM) on the risk of Hip fracture considering the potential biases of confounding 
(Mediterranean diet), mediation (Bone area) and collier bias (Hospitalisation). This 
DAG has not considered other potential confounders and does therefore not provide 
the full picture. 

Causal inference and mediation analysis 
Questions about causal relationships and causal effects are fundamental to ep-
idemiological research and the search for mechanisms is critical to advance 
our understanding of how certain exposures effect certain outcomes. Much of 
the causal inference literature in both observational and experimental contexts, 
conceptualises causality in terms of assessing the consequences of a future or 
hypothetical intervention. This will typically involve estimating from data ef-
fects that are formally defined in terms of relevant intervention distribution 
induced by the intervention of interest.(141) However, when attempting to un-
derstand an underlying mechanism, different interpretations of the mechanism 
can lead to differing statistical approaches, including the sufficient causes con-
cept.(142) This concept states that a sufficient cause is not one single factor, but 
a minimum set of factors that, if present in a given individual, will produce 
disease outcome. One may also conceptualise causation as the concept of de-
composing an effect into direct and indirect effects(143) using mediation mod-
els.(144) In this thesis we focus on meditation models under the counterfactual 
framework to estimate the average causal effect in a population. To define it, 
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we need three pieces of information: an outcome of interest (Y), the exposure 
contrasts a = 1 and a = 0 to be compared, and a well-defined population of 
individuals whose outcomes Ya=0 and Ya=1 are to be compared.(145) This  
means, to know the true effect of an exposure, we need to know what happens 
when having the exposure they have and what would have happened if they 
had the counterfactual level of exposure. Under this framework, we may look 
at mediation as decomposition of the total effect into indirect effects, going 
through mediators, and the remaining direct effect (that is not going through 
these specified mediators). 

Mediation analyses are a useful statistical tool for understanding causal re-
lationships and identifying possible intervention points. What we aim to in-
vestigate using mediation analyses is whether there is an effect of the exposure 
that does not go through the mediator, or to decompose the total effect and 
estimate the size of the indirect effect(s) and the remaining direct effects.(146) 

Traditional approaches for mediation analyses have involved simply add-
ing the mediating variable(s) into standard regression formulae in a similar 
fashion to confounding variables(146) with the resulting beta coefficient inter-
preted as a direct effect which is then compared to the total effect model (not 
including the set of mediators) to estimate the remaining direct effect that is 
not through the mediator. However this may lead to bias in the presence of 
mediator-outcome confounding (Figure 2, Panel A), exposure-mediator inter-
action, or exposure induced confounding of the mediator-outcome relation-
ship (Figure 2, Panel B).(147) 
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Panel A 

Panel B 

Panel C 

Figure 2. Causal DAG highlighting the potential biases when attempting to estimate 
effects of exposure (A) on outcome (Y) in the presence of confounders (C), mediators 
(M), mediator-outcome confounders (U) and mediator-outcome confounders caused 
by the exposure (L). 
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In this case, controlled direct effects (CDE) cannot be identified even if we 
adjust for exposure induced confounding(147) caused by L as this blocks a path-
way of interest between exposure (A) and outcome (Y) (Figure 2, Panel B). 
However, omitting an exposure induced confounder from the regression 
model completely, and then conditioning on the mediator (M), may induce 
collider bias on the mediator path A → M ← L → Y in the estimate of the 
direct effect of the exposure on the outcome(148) (Figure 2, Panel B). 

Mediation analysis using marginal structural models (MSM)(149) are used  
to establish CDE of an exposure, in this thesis (Mediterranean diet), on an 
outcome (hip fracture) that do not go via a mediator (T2DM) by utilizing in-
verse probability weighting (IPW) thereby allowing for appropriate estimation 
of the CDE while controlling for exposure induced mediator-outcome con-
founding.(147,149,150) CDE represent a scenario where it is possible to intervene 
upon a mediating variable and are of interest in policy evaluation and plan-
ning.(151) 

An exposure induced mediator-outcome confounder may instead be con-
sidered as a causally ordered mediator (Figure 2, Panel C). A novel counter-
factual based method for effect decomposition in the presence of multiple me-
diators has been designed(152) that advances on from previous methods(153) 

which have considered multiple mediators jointly. If the casual order of me-
diators is known, then natural direct (NDE) and indirect effects (NIE) can be 
estimated using weighted regression models. This method allows for the finest 
possible decompositions that can be obtained in settings with two sequential 
mediators by the modelling of counterfactuals. The NDE and NIE are of in-
terest in evaluating the mechanisms of action between an exposure and out-
come via any potential mediators.(143) 

There is no current research into the potential mediating pathways between 
Mediterranean diet and hip fracture. Previous methods of mediation analysis 
into the effects of Mediterranean diet on childhood obesity(154) and Alz-
heimer’s disease(155) have used standard regression models to adjust for poten-
tial mediating variables which as stated, may lead to biased estimates. There-
fore, the use of novel mediation methods(150,152) to explain the associations be-
tween Mediterranean diet and hip fracture as well as other diseases, is lacking. 

Mendelian randomisation 
Another method used for determining causal effects is Mendelian randomisa-
tion (MR). MR can technically be defined as instrumental variable analysis 
using genetic variation as instruments.(156) These genetic variants are single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).(157)  Instrumental variable analyses(158) are 
designed to deal with the common problems of residual confounding and re-
verse causation(159) seen with observational data. Moreover, because allele as-
signment at meiosis is random and precedes the onset of disease, the risk of 
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residual confounding is limited and there is no concern for the possibility of 
reverse causation.(160) Further, to conduct an RCT may in some instances 
deemed to be unethical or even impossible, therefore MR enables us to esti-
mate the potential causal effects when an RCT is not possible.(161) It has been 
suggested that MR can be analogous to an RCT(161) because of the random 
assortment of alleles like the random assignment to treatment or not (Figure 
3). 

Mendelian randomisation Randomised clinical trial 

Sample Population 

Random assortment of alleles Randomisation 

Metformin 
(treatment) 

Lower fasting 
glucose 

Placebo 

(control) 

No change in 

fasting glucose 

Lower fasting glucose 

allele (treatment) 
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Other allele 

(control) 

No change in 

fasting glucose 

Lower risk of 
hip fracture? 

No change in risk 

of hip fracture 

Lower risk of No change in risk 

hip fracture?   of hip fracture 

Figure 3. Comparison of a randomised clinical trial (RCT) and Mendelian randomi-
sation to test the hypothetical effect of lowering fasting glucose on hip fracture risk. 

In order to interpret MR estimates as causal, we rely upon a number of as-
sumptions: (1) the genetic variants used as instrumental variables are associ-
ated with the exposure, (2) the genetic variants are not associated with any 
confounders of the exposure–outcome association and (3) the genetic variants 
are associated with the outcome through the exposure only and not through 
any alternative causal pathway, ensuring a lack of pleiotropy (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Figure of the instrumental variable analysis assumptions for Mendelian ran-
domization. The three assumptions are: (1) the genetic the variants are robustly asso-
ciated with the exposure; (2) they are not associated with confounders of the exposure-
outcome relationship; and (3) and they have no association with the outcome except 
through their association with the exposure. The dashed lines represent pathways that 
violate the assumptions. 

Pleiotropy can occur when a genetic instrument (SNP) affects multiple phe-
notypes(162) and can bias the estimates of an MR analysis in two directions. 
Horizontal pleiotropy occurs when a genetic variant affects more than one 
phenotype on separate pathways.(163) Whereas vertical pleiotropy, also known 
as mediated pleiotropy, occurs when a genetic variant affects other phenotypes 
downstream from the exposure, on the causal pathway to the outcome.(164) 

Horizontal pleiotropy can lead to bias in an MR study(165) whereas vertical 
pleiotropy is of less concern. 

Previous MR studies have indicated that genetically determined fasting 
glucose levels(166) and T2DM risk(166,167) increases BMD at the femoral neck 
but no association was seen with risk of any fracture among adults >18 
years.(167) However, before this thesis there were no studies that had analysed 
the causal effects of genetically determined fasting glucose levels on bone area 
using an MR approach. 
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Aims 

The thesis aims to discern the effects fasting glucose levels and T2DM have 
on bone area, BMD, bone turnover and the risk of hip fracture. 

Paper I 
To investigate the cross-sectional associations between T2DM, BMD and 
bone area measured at the hip and at the femoral shaft. A further aim was to 
examine whether T2DM, fasting glucose and insulin are associated with bi-
omarkers of bone turnover. 

Paper II 
To investigate whether genetically predicted fasting glucose levels are caus-
ally associated with total hip bone area and BMD using Mendelian randomi-
sation. 

Paper III 
To investigate if the lesser expansion of the bone at the total hip, over an av-
erage of 8 years, is an effect of change in T2DM status using a longitudinal 
study design. We also aimed to study T2DM status in relation to change in 
total hip BMD. 

Paper IV 
To investigate whether the inverse association between adherence to a Medi-
terranean diet and hip fracture risk is mediated by incident T2DM and BMI. 
We aimed to establish controlled direct effects, natural direct effects, natural 
indirect effects and partial indirect effects. 
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Methods 

Cohorts 
The research within this thesis was based on the Swedish cohorts SMC, 
SMCC, ULSAM, PIVUS and COSM described below. The regional ethical 
review boards at Uppsala Universitet and Karolinska Institutet approved the 
studies and all participants gave their informed consent. The SMC, SMCC and 
COSM are managed by the Swedish Infrastructure for Medical Population-
based Life-course and Environmental Research (www.simpler4health.se). 

Swedish Mammography Cohort (SMC) 
Between 1987 and 1990, all women who were born between 1914 and 1948 
living in either Uppsala County or Västmanland County in central Sweden, 
received an invitation to participate in a mammography screening program. 

A total of 66,651 women returned a completed 6 page questionnaire (74% 
response rate) that included information on diet and alcohol intake from a food 
frequency questionnaire (FFQ), parity, age at first childbirth, family history of 
breast cancer, weight, height, education level, and marital status. There were 
5218 women excluded at this stage if they had a cancer diagnosis before base-
line (except non-melanoma skin cancer) or an incorrect or missing PIN, leav-
ing 61,433 women in the cohort. After the initial SMC cohort was established, 
56,030 women who were alive and still living in the study area received a 
second questionnaire in 1997; 39,227 (70%) women responded. This ques-
tionnaire was extended to include information on physical activity, age at 
menarche, history of oral contraceptive use, age at menopause, postmenopau-
sal hormone use, medical history and lifestyle factors such as cigarette smok-
ing history and use of dietary supplements. 

In 2008, a third questionnaire was sent to all cohort members (n=48,263) 
who had completed the 1987 FFQ, n=30,621 women responded (response rate 
63%). The 2008 questionnaire collected information on general health status, 
disease diagnoses, current body weight, height, waist and hip circumferences, 
dental health, medication use, sleep habits, urine and bowel habits, family his-
tory of selected diseases, stress, and social support. In 2009 a fourth question-
naire was sent to cohort members who completed the 2008 questionnaire and 
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25,332 women responded (84% response rate). The 2009 questionnaire col-
lected information on diet (FFQ), dietary supplements, smoking, physical ac-
tivity, and sun habits. 

Swedish Mammography Cohort Clinical (SMCC) 
Between November 2003 and October 2009 a randomly selected subcohort 
from the SMC, SMCC, consisting of 5037 women living in the city of Uppsala 
underwent anthropometric measurement of height and weight, provided morn-
ing fasting blood samples, completed the medical and lifestyle questionnaire 
from SMC and underwent DXA measurements.(168) The same examination 
routines were repeated in the same subjects, which began in 2015 and cur-
rently ongoing. In this thesis we had access to the data for 1072 women.   

Uppsala Longitudinal Study of Adult Men (ULSAM) 
ULSAM was initiated in 1970 when all men born between 1920 and 1924, 

(169) living in the county of Uppsala, Sweden, were invited to a health survey. 
In this thesis, from the 2322 men participating in the first examination cycle 
at baseline, 34 reported diabetes and were thereafter excluded to limit the po-
tential for inclusion of those with type 1 diabetes. The men were regularly re-
examined at mean ages 60, 71, 77, 82, 88 and 93. The males used within this 
thesis are based on the 5th examination cycle, 2003–2005 at mean age 82 years 
and 6th examination cycle, 2008–2009 at mean age 88 years. At mean age 82, 
952 of the original sample who were alive and still living in Uppsala County 
were invited for examination, and of these, 526 men were examined. At mean 
age 88, 354 men (58%) participated in the investigation. Of these, 296 men 
were examined at the hospital and 58 were visited at home by a nurse. In ad-
dition, 29 men completed only a questionnaire. The examinations were per-
formed after an overnight fast and included blood sampling, anthropometrical 
measurements, DXA measurements, and a medical and lifestyle question-
naire. 

Prospective Investigation in the Vasculature of Uppsala Seniors 
(PIVUS) 
Between 2001 and 2004, all 70-year-old residents of Uppsala, Sweden, were 
invited to participate in a health survey and clinical assessment.(170) Of 2,025 
invited, 1,016 (50.2%) participated in the baseline assessment and 838 had 
DXA measurements taken on average two years after baseline assessment at 
mean age 72 years. In the spring of 2011, subjects were invited for the 80-year 
reinvestigation and 604 attended. Both examinations consisted of anthropo-
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metrical measurements, fasting plasma glucose sampling, DXA and a ques-
tionnaire which collected information on diabetes status, cardiovascular risk 
factors, dietary intake, education and physical activity level. The participants 
were asked how many times per week they performed light (e.g., walking, 
gardening) or hard exercise (e.g., running, swimming) for at least 30 minutes. 
Fasting plasma glucose concentrations were analysed using the standard 
method at Uppsala University Hospital. 

Cohort of Swedish Men (COSM) 
COSM is a population-based prospective cohort study that was established in 
central Sweden (Västmanland and Örebro counties) in 1997. All men who 
were born between 1918 and 1952 (n=100,303) were invited, of which 48,850 
men (49%) returned the same questionnaire that was used in SMC in 1997. 
This questionnaire included information on diet, physical activity, smoking, 
weight, use of dietary supplements, some prescribed drugs, alcohol intake in 
addition to some sex specific questions. There were 2944 men excluded at this 
stage if they had a cancer diagnosis before baseline (except non-melanoma 
skin cancer) or had an incorrect or missing PIN, leaving 45,906 men  in  the  
cohort. In 2008, a second questionnaire was sent to all men who were still 
alive, (n=37,861) from which 29,503 men responded (78% response rate). 
This questionnaire collected information on general health status, disease di-
agnoses, current weight, height, waist and hip circumferences, dental health, 
medication use, sleep habits, urine and bowel habits, family history of selected 
diseases, stress, and social support. Like in SMC a third questionnaire was 
sent in 2009 to those cohort members who completed the 2008 questionnaire 
and 26,156 men responded (88% response rate). The 2009 questionnaire col-
lected further information on diet and alcohol intake (FFQ), dietary supple-
ments, smoking, physical activity, and sun habits. 
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Table 1. Sources of data for Paper I-IV 

Paper I Paper II Paper III Paper IV 

SMC  X 

SMCC X X X 

ULSAM X X X 

PIVUS X X 

COSM  X 

X denotes usage of cohort. SMC (Swedish Mammography Cohort). SMCC (Swedish 
Mammography Cohort Clinical). ULSAM (Uppsala Longitudinal Study of Adult  
Men). PIVUS (Prospective Investigation in the Vasculature of Uppsala Seniors). 
COSM (Cohort of Swedish Men). 

Fasting glucose and T2DM 
Throughout the thesis, clinical cut offs of fasting glucose levels were used to 
define normal fasting glucose (NFG), impaired fasting glucose (IFG) and 
T2DM according to the WHO and American Diabetes Association (ADA) cri-
teria. Normal fasting glucose (NFG) was defined as fasting plasma glucose 
< 5.6 mmol/l and impaired fasting glucose (IFG) was defined as fasting 
plasma glucose ≥ 5.6 mmol/l. We defined T2DM as fasting plasma glucose 
concentrations ≥ 7.0 mmol/l and/or self-reported diabetes with or without 
treatment with oral hypoglycemic agents or insulin. In Papers II and III, fast-
ing whole blood glucose samples taken from PIVUS were converted to plasma 
concentrations multiplying by 1.12.(171) In Paper III we were also able to com-
bine the SMCC dataset with the Swedish prescribed drug register and identify 
individuals with T2DM treatments (ATC codes: A10A and A10B). 

Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) 
Bone mineral density (BMD, g/cm2) and bone area (cm2) of the total hip and 
femoral shaft along with the femoral neck diameter (mm), were measured by 
dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA, DPX Prodigy, Lunar corp., Madi-
son, WI, USA). The hip region was of major interest in this thesis as there is 
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a strong association between T2DM and hip fracture risk.(172) What is unique 
to this thesis is that all DXA measurements within each cohort were taken by 
the same experienced and accredited DXA X-ray nurse and using the exact 
same DXA machine.  

The protocol was repeated for each scan with the hip in a standard position 
by a fixed position of the foot, ankle, and knee, to ensure that area did not vary 
due to differences in rotation. The standard output from the DXA scanner pro-
vides the femoral neck, Ward’s area, trochanter, and femoral shaft region of 
interest (ROI), as shown in Figure 5. The femoral neck ROI is fixed at a width 
of 1.5 cm and is positioned at the location where the product of bone mineral 
content (BMC) and area is at its lowest along the femoral neck and rotated to 
be perpendicular to the neck bone edges. The femoral neck diameter is the 
diameter across the femoral neck ROI. The Ward’s area is defined as a square 
positioned 1/3 below the neck axis and 2/3 above the location of minimum 
BMC along the femoral neck. The width of the square is 0.5 times the average 
femoral neck width. The trochanter ROI is a triangular region with its most 
medial point placed at 1/6 of the Ward’s area ROI size above the neck axis at 
the distal edge of the femoral neck ROI, extending upwards from this point 
along the distal edge of the femoral neck ROI and downward at a 45° angle to 
the scan field. The femoral shaft area ROI is defined by the bottom of the 
trochanter ROI and the distal edge of the femoral neck ROI with the shaft ROI 
base extending 5 cm downward from the intersection of the trochanter ROI. 
The total hip area ROI is defined as the total area within the blue lines in Fig-
ure 5 and was adjusted to be in the same location for each subject (approxi-
mately < 0.5% of scans) if necessary. The precision error from the DXA taken 
from triple measurements in 15 subjects was <1% for bone area and BMD 
measured at the total hip. Since 2004, the long-term coefficient of variation 
has been less than 1% for a spine phantom. 

Figure 5. DXA image of dual femur and the total hip in an adult male. The total area 
within the blue lines defines the total hip area region of interest (ROI). 
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Genotyping 
Genotyping in the SMCC was performed using the GSAMD-24v1-
0_20011747_A1 beadchip and SNPs were imputed up to haplotype reference 
consortium (HRC) v1.1 and 1000G phase3. The results were then analyzed 
using the software GenomeStudio 2.0.3 from Illumina Inc. The sample suc-
cess rate was ≥98%. In PIVUS, genotyping was performed using Illumina 
OmniExpress+Metabochip, quality controlled and imputed up to the HRC 
panel using the software IMPUTE. The sample success rate was 98.8% and 
the reproducibility 100% according to duplicate analysis of 2.4% of the gen-
otypes. Finally in ULSAM, genotyping was performed using Illumina 
Omni2.5+Metabochip and GenomeStudio 2010.3 and imputed up to the HRC 
panel using the software IMPUTE. The sample success rate was ≥99% (MAF 
<5%) or ≥95% (MAF ≥5%). 

Paper I 
The study population consisted of 455 men from ULSAM with complete in-
formation on exposures and outcomes without diabetes at the first examina-
tion cycle. We excluded 3 men with missing information on covariates, leav-
ing 452 men in our study sample. For analysis of fasting glucose and insulin 
we further restricted our sample to those without known T2DM or diabetes 
medication, which left 414 men for analysis. We included 4713 women from 
SMCC with complete information on exposure and outcomes. Further re-
striction to women without known T2DM or diabetes medication, left 4438 
women with fasting glucose and 3917 women with fasting insulin measure-
ments. 

For our exposure we used the clinical cut offs of fasting glucose levels to 
define normal fasting glucose (NFG), impaired fasting glucose (IFG) and 
T2DM as previously described.   

Within ULSAM, fasting plasma glucose concentrations (mmol/l) were 
measured by the glucose dehydrogenase method (Gluc-DH, Merck, Darm-
stadt, Germany) and fasting plasma insulin (mU/l) was assayed using an en-
zymatic-immunological assay (Mercodia Insulin ELISA, Uppsala, Sweden). 
Fasting plasma glucose and fasting serum insulin in SMCC were analyzed 
using routine methods at the Department of Clinical Chemistry and Pharma-
cology (Uppsala University Hospital). Fasting plasma glucose was measured 
using three different methods depending on date of collection; glucose dehy-
drogenase reagent (Bergman & Beving, instrument Advia 1650, Stockholm, 
Sweden), glucose oxidase method (Bayer, instrument Advia 1650, 
Leverkusen, Germany), and hexokinase method (Abbott, Abbott Architect, Il-
linois, USA). For fasting serum insulin, again three different methods of en-
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zymatic-immunological assay were used depending on date of collection: AD-
VIA Centaur Insulin (Bayer, Lerverkusen, Germany), Modular Insulin E170 
(Roche Diagnostics, Rotkreuz, Switzerland), and Cobas8000 e620 (Cobas El-
ecsys Insulin reagent kit, Roche Diagnostics, Rotkreuz, Switzerland). In 
SMCC, certain fasting serum insulin samples were analyzed fresh, whereas 
others were stored, frozen − 80 °C, and then analyzed later. This resulted in 
slightly different mean values between the two protocols; therefore, in our 
statistical models, we adjusted for the differences in the analysis methods. 

As outcomes we measured (BMD, g/cm2) and bone mineral area (BMA, 
cm2) of the total hip and femoral shaft and femoral neck diameter (mm) by 
DXA, as described. In SMCC, fasting serum concentrations of CrossLaps and 
osteocalcin were analyzed on a Roche Cobas 8000 e602 module (Roche Di-
agnostics, Mannheim, Germany) using the β-CrossLaps and N-MID Osteocal-
cin reagent kits. The total coefficient of variation (CV) for CrossLaps was 
1.8% at 294 ng/L and 1.4% at 2869 ng/L. CV for osteocalcin was 1% at 
184 µg/L and 1% at 201 µg/L. Bone turnover markers were unavailable in 
ULSAM. 

Statistical analyses 
We analysed the associations between NFG, IFG and T2DM, BMD and BMA 
at the proximal femur and femoral shaft, together with the femoral neck diam-
eter using linear regression adjusted for age, height, BMI, smoking status 
(never smoker, former smoker, current smoker), physical activity (1 lowest to 
4 highest) and education (≤ 7, 8–10 and ≥ 12 years). Covariates were selected 
based on the DAG method as described. To quantify potential differences in 
BMD and BMA, we calculated a percentage difference by dividing the β esti-
mate generated from the regression models by the mean value of either BMD 
or BMA at either the total hip or femoral shaft, multiplied by 100. We repeated 
these analyses in women using the bone turnover markers CrossLaps and os-
teocalcin as outcomes. 

We further examined the association of fasting glucose and insulin as con-
tinuous variables with BMD, BMA and bone turnover markers with restricted 
cubic splines using three “knots” placed at centiles 10, 50, and 90 of fasting 
glucose and insulin. These centiles corresponded to 4.8, 5.6, and 6.8 mmol/L 
for fasting plasma glucose and 3.1, 6.0, and 12.3 mU/l for fasting plasma in-
sulin in men; and 4.49, 5.12, and 5.9 mmol/L for fasting plasma glucose and 
3.1, 6.09, and 12.67 mU/l for fasting serum insulin in women. In this analysis 
we excluded those with prior T2DM diagnoses or diabetes treatment. 

In sensitivity analyses, we adjusted associations for fasting glucose by fast-
ing insulin and vice versa, and height and weight were included as covariates 
instead of height and BMI. We also examined associations between NFG, 
IFG, and T2DM with BMD and BMA among women with BMI 25– 
29.9 kg/m2 (this analysis was not performed in men, since the sample size was 
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too small to perform subgroup analysis) in order to exclude the area measure-
ments were influenced by different levels of obesity. We performed a com-
plete case analysis; therefore, those with missing data in any of the variables 
were excluded. Missing data ranged from 6 to 14% although we completed a 
sensitivity analysis using multiple imputations for missing covariates. 

Paper II 
In Paper III we used men and women without T2DM who had complete in-
formation on fasting glucose, genotyping and DXA measurements from 
SMCC (n=3945), PIVUS (n=691) and ULSAM (n=360), with a total N=4996. 

We used Mendelian randomisation (MR) to estimate the causal effects of 
fasting glucose on total hip bone area and BMD based on the following as-
sumptions: the genetic variants used as instrumental variables are associated 
with the exposure (fasting glucose); the genetic variants are not associated 
with any confounders of the exposure–outcome (bone area, BMD) associa-
tion; and the genetic variants are associated with bone area and BMD through 
the exposure only and not through any alternative causal pathway ensuring a 
lack of pleiotropy (Figure 6). 

Figure 6. The instrumental variables assumptions for Mendelian randomisation. The 
three assumptions are: (1) the genetic variants are robustly associated with the expo-
sure; (2) they are not associated with confounders of the exposure-outcome relation-
ship; and (3) they have no association with the outcome except through their associa-
tion with the exposure. The dashed lines represent pathways that violate the assump-
tions. BMD (Bone mineral density). 
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Statistical analyses 
As instrumental variables for exposure, we selected the 36 SNPs associated 
with fasting glucose concentrations at a genome-wide significance threshold 
(p<5×10−8) in a population without diabetes of European descent (n=133,010) 
from the Meta-Analyses of Glucose and Insulin-related traits consortium 
(MAGIC).(173) Compared to MAGIC, one SNP (rs10747083) was associated 
with fasting glucose in the opposite direction in all three included Swedish 
cohorts thus was excluded from all analyses. All included 35 SNPs were avail-
able in the three cohorts and were independent (linkage disequilibrium R2 

<0.01). 
Linear regression models, adjusted for age and genetic principal compo-

nents (SMCC n=10, PIVUS n=2 ULSAM n=4), were applied to estimate the 
association between each SNP and bone area and BMD at the total hip in  
SMCC, PIVUS and ULSAM. In the primary analysis, the SNP–glucose and 
SNP–bone outcome beta coefficients were used to compute estimates of the 
associations of fasting glucose with the bone outcomes, using the inverse-var-
iance weighted (IVW) method(174) with fixed effects. The MR estimates (beta 
coefficients and standard errors) for the associations between genetically-pre-
dicted fasting glucose and the outcomes computed from each of the three co-
horts were then combined in a meta-analysis using the metan package for 
Stata. 

We conducted further analysis to explore the robustness of these results 
using the IVW with random effects(175) and the weighted median.(176) MR-Eg-
ger regression(177,178) was then used to identify and control for bias due to di-
rectional pleiotropy which was evaluated based on the intercept obtained from 
the MR-Egger analysis.(179) To identify any potential outliers and examine the 
extent of horizontal pleiotropy we applied the MR-Pleiotropy RESidual Sum 
and Outlier (PRESSO) method(180) using the MR-PRESSO package in R. We 
further performed the above main analyses using sex-specific beta estimates 
for the associations of the SNPs with fasting glucose (available to download, 
https://www.magicinvestigators.org/downloads/) and total hip bone area and 
BMD in our cohorts. 

In sensitivity analyses, we used multivariable MR analysis to adjust for ge-
netically predicted height(181) and BMI(182) obtained from summary statistics  
because of the known effects of height and BMI on bone size and diabetes 
risk. We also removed SNP (rs7651090, for gene IGF2BP2) due to the known 
effects of insulin-like growth factor (IGF) binding proteins (BPs) on bone 
health. We further performed the above main analyses also including those 
with T2DM in our cohorts. 
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Paper III 
The study population included women from SMCC (n=1072), men and 
women from PIVUS (n=486) and men from ULSAM (n=212) with complete 
information on fasting glucose, diabetes status and DXA measurements from 
two examinations on average 8 years apart. T2DM was defined as previously 
described and participants were categorized into “no T2DM” (those without 
T2DM at both the first and the second examination), “incident T2DM” (no 
T2DM at the first examination but T2DM at the second examination) or “prev-
alent T2DM” (T2DM at both examinations). 

Statistical analyses 
In each individual cohort using linear regression models, we analyzed T2DM 
status (reference: no T2DM) in relation to the change in bone area and BMD 
at the total hip between the second and the first examinations, providing esti-
mates for incident T2DM and prevalent T2DM compared with those without 
T2DM at both examinations. Each linear regression model was adjusted for; 
age, sex, time between examinations, DXA measurement taken from the first 
examination, height, BMI, smoking status (never smoker, former smoker, cur-
rent smoker), either physical activity (1 lowest to 4 highest) in SMCC and 
ULSAM or light exercise and heavy exercise in PIVUS, education (≤ 7, 8–10 
and ≥ 12 years) and either Charlson’s comorbidity index (SMCC & ULSAM) 
or cardiovascular disease diagnosis (yes or no) (PIVUS). The estimates from 
the regression models (beta coefficients and standard errors) were then com-
bined in a meta-analysis using the metan package for Stata. The resulting es-
timates for change in bone area and BMD were quantified by calculating 
weighted average percentage change from the baseline measurement. To do 
this we multiplied the mean bone area or BMD at baseline by the number of 
subjects without T2DM in each cohort. We then combined each cohort and 
divided by the total population with T2DM to calculate the mean value of  
either bone area or BMD. Thereafter we divided the β estimate generated from 
the regression models by this mean value of either change in bone area or 
BMD multiplied by 100. To help explain the results of the primary analysis, 
we conducted descriptive analyses. In each of the cohorts we described the 
fasting glucose distribution at the first examination in those individuals with 
incident T2DM and compared the difference in weight (kg) between the sec-
ond and first examinations by T2DM status.  

In sensitivity analysis we adjusted our primary analysis further for dietary 
components, either a Mediterranean diet score (SMCC) or beta carotene 
(mg/day), zinc (mg/day), saturated fat (g/day), monounsaturated fat (g/day), 
polyunsaturated fat (g/day) (PIVUS) and servings/day of fruit and vegetable 
intake (ULSAM). Further adjustment for baseline total fat mass (g), lean mass 
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(g) and the difference between total fat and lean mass between the first and 
second examinations was also made.   

Paper IV 
We included 50,755 participants from SMC and COSM (Figure 7). Partici-
pants responded to questionnaires that included information on height, weight, 
diet, alcohol consumption, diabetes status, education and living conditions, 
smoking status, physical activity, and other lifestyle factors in 1997 and in 
2008. At baseline in 1997, we excluded participants with cancer (except non-
malignant skin cancer) or diabetes (Figure 7). 

We linked each participant with the National Patient Register for identifi-
cation of incident hip fractures (International Classification of Diseases 
[ICD]-10 codes S720, S721, or S722). The cumulative incidence of hip frac-
ture between April 14th 2009 and December 31st 2014 was used as outcome 
(shown by age and sex, Figure 8). 
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Death between 14th April 
2009 – 

31st December 2014   
N = 5998 

Figure 7. Flow chart of the study cohort. PIN (personal identification number).a Ex-
clusions included those with missing or incorrect PIN, cancer diagnosis (except non-
melanoma skin cancer) before baseline (in 1987-1990) and extreme energy intake 
(three standard deviations from the mean value for the log-transformed energy intake). 
b Exclusions included those with missing or incorrect PIN and cancer diagnosis (ex-
cept non-melanoma skin cancer) before baseline. 
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Figure 8. Cumulative incidence of hip fractures in SMC women (dashed line) and 
COSM men (solid line). 1386 hip fractures (849 women, 537 men). 

We assessed each individuals dietary intake over the previous year by a valid 
and reproducible 96-item FFQ(183,184) in 1997. The eight possible frequency 
categories ranged from zero times/month to more than three times/day. FFQ 
responses were converted to average daily intakes based on age and sex-spe-
cific portion sizes from the Swedish National Food Agency database.(185) Nu-
trient intakes were adjusted for total energy intake based on the residual 
method.(186) Alcohol intake (ethanol, g/day) was calculated as the reported fre-
quency of different alcoholic beverages times by ethanol concentration, mul-
tiplied with the reported amount consumed at each occasion.(187) 

We categorized our exposure, Mediterranean diet score (mMED) into three 
predetermined categories: 0-2 (low), 3-5 (medium), and 6-8 points (high) to 
reduce the number of parametric assumptions needed when modelling the ex-

(150,152)posure. 
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Statistical analyses 

Figure 9. Causal diagram for the hypothesised effects of Mediterranean diet on frac-
ture risk via body mass index (BMI) and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) in the pres-
ence of baseline confounders (C). 

T2DM was considered as a mediator variable and we defined it as incident  
T2DM following 1st January 1998 using a self-reported diabetes diagnoses 
from questionnaires. BMI was calculated as weight (kg) divided by the height 
(m), squared, at baseline in 1997. 

Model 1 
Based on the assumptions in Figure 9 and assuming positivity and correct 
model specification, we estimated the total effect of mMED (A) in 1997 on 
hip fractures occurring 2009-2014 (Y) using logistic regression adjusting for 
baseline confounders (C) (Model 1).E{Y(1)	|	C} /	 (1 − E	{Y(1)|C}) E{Y(0)	|	C} 	/	 (1 − E	{	Y(0)|C})	 
Estimated by: 
logit (Yi=1|Ai = a, Ci=c) = 0 + 1Ai + 2Ci 

exp( 1) corresponds to (the population parameter) exp(β1), which corresponds 
to the target estimand; the total effect odds ratio of mMED (A) on hip fracture 
(Y), given that measured confounders (C) suffice to control for confounding. 
The effect paths include:  

mMED → hip fracture 
mMED → T2DM → hip fracture 
mMED → BMI → hip fracture 

mMED → BMI → T2DM → hip fracture 
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Models 2-4 
We subsequently applied three different models to evaluate the conditional 
controlled direct effect of mMED on hip fracture risk not mediated by T2DM; E{Y(1, m)	|	C}	/	(1 − E{Y(1, m)	|	C}) E{Y(0, m)	|	C}	/	(1 − E{Y(0, m)	|	C}) 
The same set of baseline confounders (C) were used in all three. We performed 
the analysis with 20 imputations of missing data on covariates using multiple 
imputations with chained equations. The proportion of missing data was no 
more than 10%. 

Model 2 
First, we estimate this effect by adding T2DM (M) as a covariate to the model 
for estimation of the total effect, conditional on the set of confounders C: 
Estimated by logit (Yi=1|Ai=a, Mi=m, Ci=c) = 0 + 1Ai + 2Mi + 3Ci 

exp( 1) corresponds to (the population parameter) exp(γ1), which corresponds 
to the target estimand; the conditional controlled direct effect odds ratio of 
mMED (A) on hip fracture (Y) not via T2DM (M), given the assumptions that 
measured baseline confounders (C) suffice to control for confounding be-
tween (i) mMED and hip fracture and (ii) T2DM and hip fracture, and (iii) 
that there is no exposure-induced confounding. The effect paths include: 

mMED → hip fracture 
mMED → BMI → hip fracture 

Under the causal DAG assumptions in Figure 9, one may expect exp( 1) to be 
biased due to residual confounding from the exposure-induced mediator-out-
come confounder BMI through the biasing path: 

mMED → T2DM ← BMI → hip fracture that is opened upon conditioning on 
T2DM. 

Model 3 
We thereafter included BMI, an exposure-induced confounder of the mediator 
outcome association (L), as a covariate in addition to T2DM and covariates 
C: 

Estimated by: 
logit (Yi=1|Ai=a, Mi=m, Ci=c, Li=l) = 0 + 1Ai + 2Mi + 3Ci + 4Li 

exp( 1)	 corresponds to (the population parameter) exp(δ1), which corresponds 
to the target estimand; the conditional controlled direct effect odds ratio of 
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mMED (A) on hip fracture (Y) not via T2DM (M) given that measured base-
line confounders (C) and BMI (L) suffice to control for confounding between 
(i) mMED and hip fracture and (ii) T2DM and hip fracture, and (iii) that there 
is no exposure-induced confounding. The effect path includes: 

mMED → hip fracture 

exp(δ1) may suffer from bias since conditioning on BMI blocks one of the 
pathways of interest (mMED →BMI → hip fracture). If assumption (iii) is 
violated and there is unmeasured confounding (U) between BMI and hip frac-
ture, exp(δ1) may further suffer from collider bias through the biasing path 
mMED → T2DM → BMI ←U → hip fracture that is opened upon condition-
ing on BMI. 

Model 4 
Based on Figure 9 and assuming no unmeasured confounding, positivity and 
correct model specification, we estimated the controlled direct effect of 
mMED on the risk of hip fracture not mediated through T2DM using IPW and 
MSM (144,150), to avoid the biases highlighted for models 2 and 3.  

When the mediator T2DM (in 2009) is set to a fixed level (m), this method 
estimates the effect of mMED on hip fracture not mediated through T2DM; 
that is, the effect of mMED on hip fracture after intervening so that the inci-
dence of T2DM (in 1997-2009) is 0. 

For each individual in the study population, stabilised weights were gener-
ated for the exposure ( ) and the mediator ( ). Using ordered logistic re-
gression, we calculated wA as the probability of mMED (for the observed 
mMED level) divided by the conditional probability of mMED (for the ob-
served mMED level), given observed confounders:(  = )

 = (  = |  = )  

where a = the actual mMED category the individual had; c = the actual covari-
ate values the individual had. 

Using logistic regression, we calculated wM as the probability of the medi-
ator T2DM (M) given the mMED (A), divided by the probability of T2DM 
given the mMED, confounders (C), and the exposure-induced mediator-out-
come confounder BMI (L): (  = |  = )

 = (  = |  = ,  = ,  = )  

where a = the actual mMED category the individual had, c = the actual covari-
ate values the individual had, m = the actual mediator (T2DM) value each in-
dividual had, l = the actual exposure-induced mediator-outcome covariate 
(BMI) value each individual had. 
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Predicted probabilities for the numerator and denominator were assigned 
based on the category of actual mMED observed.(149,150) We then took a prod-
uct of these two weights for each individual: 

 =  ×	  

Using the MSM approach to estimate the conditional controlled direct effect 
on the odds ratio scale, we ran a logistic regression model of Y (hip fracture) 
on A (mMED) and M (T2DM):  

logit (Yi = 1|Ai=a, Mi=m) = ̂0 + ̂1Ai + ̂2Mi 

where each individual was weighted by . Robust standard errors using 
the sandwich estimator were calculated in each of the imputed datasets and 
Rubin’s rules were applied to calculate the estimates and 95% confidence in-
tervals. 

Model 5 
To further separate the potential mediating paths (Figure 9), we considered 
BMI as a causally ordered mediator that precedes T2DM, and applied flexible 
mediation analysis(152) allowing us to decompose the effects into natural direct 
(NDE), natural indirect (NIE) and partial indirect effects (PIE). We assume no 
unmeasured confounding for the effect of mMED on hip fracture, the effect 
of mediators (BMI, T2DM) on hip fracture conditional on exposure, or the 
effect of mMED on mediators (BMI, T2DM). We further assume that none of 
the mediator-outcome confounders are affected by mMED.  

Unlike in the previous MSM, the mediator in natural effects estimation is 
not fixed to a certain level (as in estimation of the controlled direct effect) but 
rather takes on the level it would have naturally been under the counterfactual 
situation of mMED=a* (or a**). 

For estimation of natural effects in this setting with two sequential media-
tors (BMI (M1) → T2DM (M2)), we used nested counterfactuals to define the 
counterfactual outcome as: Y(a,M1(aʹ),M2(aʺ,M1(aʹ))); that is the counterfac-
tual outcome (hip fracture) that would be observed if mMED was set to a, and 
the mediators were set to the natural value they would have taken if mMED 
had been at the counterfactual level a*. This was then repeated for the second 
counterfactual (a**) of our three-level exposure mMED.  

Using logistic regression, we then calculated the predicted probability of 
T2DM (M2) conditional on exposure (A), BMI (M1) and confounders (C):  

logit (M2i|Ai, M1i, Ci) = 0 + 1Ai + 2M1i + 3AiM1i + 4Ci 
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We then fitted a logistic regression model for the outcome (hip fracture) on 
the exposure (mMED), both mediators (BMI, T2DM) and covariates: 

logit (Yi = 1|Ai, M1i, M2i, Ci) = 0 + 1Ai + 2M1i + 3M2i + 4AiM1i + 5AiM2i 

+ 6M1iM2i + 7AiM1iM2i + 8Ci 

We created three auxiliary variables (a, aʹ, aʺ) which correspond to the causal 
pathways we wish to decompose (natural direct effect, natural indirect effect 
and partial indirect effect), and extended the dataset by sequential replications 
as follows. Based on our three-level exposure and the choice to model the 
second mediator,(152) we first create three copies of the dataset where a was set 
to the observed mMED level in the first copy, to the first counterfactual in the 
second copy, and to the second counterfactual in the third copy. Variables aʹ 
and aʺ were set to the observed value of mMED in each copy. Three copies of 
this first extended dataset were then created and aʺ was changed to the first 
counterfactual in the second copy and to the second counterfactual in the third 
copy. Each exposure level of mMED thus has two counterfactual levels. 

For each row of the final extended dataset, we computed weights as: (  = |  = ʺ,  , )= (  = |  = ,  , )  

and used the fitted values from the outcome model (E(Y |  = aʹ,m ,m , c)) 
to impute nested counterfactuals Yi(a, M1i(aʹ), M2i(aʺ, M1i(aʹ))). 

The natural effects model E{Y(a,M1i (aʹ), M2i(aʺM1i (aʹ)))|C} was then fitted 
on the extended dataset using a weighted logistic regression model on the im-
puted counterfactuals given confounders on the auxiliary variables a, aʹ, and 
aʺ as: 

logit (Ê|a, aʹ, aʺ, C) = 1a + 2aʹ + 3aʺ + 4C 
where each observation was weighted by . 

The specific models for each of the target estimands was as follows: E (1, (aʹ), aʺ, (aʹ) 	 1 − E (1, (aʹ), aʺ, (aʹ) 	  E (0, (aʹ), aʺ, (aʹ) 	 1 − E (0, (aʹ), aʺ, (aʹ) 	  

Estimated by the component EA → Y (aʹ, aʺ) = 1	 
exp( 1) corresponds to (the population parameter) exp(θ1), which corresponds 
to the target estimand; the natural direct effect odds ratio of mMED (A) on 
risk of hip fracture (Y) through neither BMI (M1) nor T2DM (M2). 
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The effect path includes: 
mMED → hip fracture E ( , (1), aʺ, (1) 	 1 − E ( , (1), aʺ, (1) 	  E ( , (0), aʺ, (0) 	 1 − E ( , (0), aʺ, (0) 	  

Estimated by the component EA → M1 → Y (a, aʺ) = 2	 
exp( 2) corresponds to (the population parameter) exp(θ2), which corresponds 
to the target estimand; the natural indirect effects odds ratio mediated by ex-
posure-induced changes in BMI (M1). The effect paths include: 

mMED → BMI → hip fracture 
mMED → BMI → T2DM → hip fracture E ( , (aʹ), 1, (aʹ) 	 1 − E ( , (aʹ), 1, (aʹ) 	  E ( , (aʹ), 0, (aʹ) 	 1 − E ( , (aʹ), 0, (aʹ) 	  

Estimated by the component EA → M2 → Y (a, aʹ) = 3 

exp( 3) corresponds to (the population parameter) exp(θ3), which corresponds 
to the target estimand; the partial indirect effect odds ratio mediated solely by 
exposure-induced changes in T2DM (M2). The effect path includes: 

mMED → T2DM → hip fracture 

Calculation of confidence intervals was performed with 1000 bootstrap sam-
ples in each of the 20 imputed datasets. 

Ethical approval 
The research in this thesis was performed in accordance with the Declaration 
of Helsinki and was approved by the regional ethics review boards at Uppsala 
University, Uppsala, Sweden, and Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden. 
All participants in the cohorts gave their informed consent. 

Statistical analyses 
All statistical analyses were performed in Stata MP 15 (Stata, Corp., Collage 
Stn, TX, USA) and R, partly using resources provided by SNIC-SENS through 
the Uppsala Multidisciplinary Center for Advanced Computational Science 
(UPPMAX). 
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Results 

Paper I 
The mean age of men and women was 82 years and 68 years respectively, with 
15% of men and 7% of women defined as T2DM. Comparing those with 
T2DM to those with NFG, they had greater BMI, lower attained educational 
level, and were less physically active.  

In men T2DM was associated with a greater BMD of 8.0% (95% CI [4.0, 
12.0]) at the total hip and 7.9% (95% CI [4.4, 12.3]) at the femoral shaft. 
T2DM was also associated with a greater BMD of 3.3% (95% CI [1.1, 4.4]) 
at the total hip and 3.7% (95% CI [1.9, 5.6]) at the femoral shaft in women. 
Conversely, T2DM was associated with lower BMA corresponding to -1.7% 
(95% CI [-3.2, -0.2]) and -2.0% (95% CI [-3.5, -0.4]) at the total hip and fem-
oral shaft respectively in males and -1.0% (95% CI [-1.6, -0.4]) and -0.6% 
(95% CI [-1.2, -0.01]) in females (Figure 10). 

Those with IFG also presented with a lower BMA corresponding to -0.6% 
(95% CI [-1.8, 0.6]) and -1.4% (95% CI [-2.7, -0.2]) at the total hip and fem-
oral shaft respectively in males and -0.8% (95% CI [-1.2, -0.4]) and -0.1% 
(95% CI [-0.6, 0.3]) in females (Figure 10). Greater continuous fasting glucose 
and fasting insulin levels were associated with BMD and bone area in the same 
directions as in the primary analysis. 
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Figure 10. Differences BMD and femoral shaft between 
clinical categories of fasting glucose. The differences in BMD and BMA measured at 
the total hip and femoral shaft between clinical categories of fasting plasma glucose; 
normal fasting glucose (NFG), impaired fasting glucose (IFG), type 2 diabetes melli-
tus (T2DM) in men (ULSAM) and women (SMCC). Numbers presented are β esti-
mates and 95% confidence intervals from linear regression analysis and adjusted for 
age, height, body mass index, smoking status, physical activity, and education. 
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In women, T2DM was associated with lower concentrations of both 
CrossLaps and osteocalcin, corresponding to -8.1% (95% CI [-12.7, -3.6]) and 
-15.2% (95% CI [-19.0, -11.2]) and IFG was associated with a lower bone 
formation (osteocalcin) corresponding to −4.2% (95% CI [-6.9, -1.6]) (Figure 
11). 

Figure 11. Differences in CrossLaps and Osteocalcin between clinical categories of 
fasting plasma glucose. The differences in bone turnover markers: CrossLaps and be-
tween clinical categories of fasting plasma glucose; normal fasting glucose (NFG), 
impaired fasting glucose (IFG), type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) in women (SMCC). 
Numbers presented are β estimates and 95% confidence intervals from linear regres-
sion analysis and adjusted for age, height, body mass index smoking status, physical 
activity, and education. 
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Fasting glucose and insulin were also inversely associated with CrossLaps and 
osteocalcin in those without known T2DM. A 1 mmol/L increase in fasting 
glucose was associated with lower concentrations of CrossLaps corresponding 
to -2.5% (95% CI [-4.3, -0.6]) and lower concentrations of osteocalcin corre-
sponding to -5.3% (95% CI [-6.8, -3.7]). A 1 mU/l increase in fasting insulin 
was associated with lower concentrations of osteocalcin corresponding to -
0.60% (95% CI [-0.8, -0.4]) (Figure 12). 

Figure 12. Restricted cubic splines showing the association between fasting glucose, 
fasting insulin and CrossLaps and osteocalcin in women from SMCC. Models ad-
justed for age, height, body mass index smoking status, physical activity, and educa-
tion. Insulin models further adjusted for the method of insulin analysis.  

Paper II 
In the SMCC, PIVUS and ULSAM the 35 SNPs explained 4% (adjusted r2 

0.045), 4% (adjusted r2 0.035) and 12% (adjusted r2 0.119), respectively, of 
the variance in fasting glucose concentrations in participants without diabetes. 

Using MR analysis, a 1 mmol/L higher genetically predicted fasting glu-
cose concentration was associated with 2% smaller total hip bone area (-0.67 
cm2 [95% CI -1.30, -0.03; p = 0.039]) based on meta-analysis of estimates 
from the three cohorts using the fixed effects IVW method (Figure 13). In 
contrast to bone area, a 1 mmol/L higher genetically predicted fasting glucose 
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concentration tended to be associated with 4% higher total hip BMD (0.040 
g/cm2 [95% CI -0.00, 0.07; p = 0.060]) in meta-analysis of estimates from the 
three cohorts (Figure 14), although we lacked precision in the estimate.  

Figure 13. Meta-analysis of glucose variants to bone area in SMCC, PIVUS & UL-
SAM. 

Figure 14. Meta-analysis of glucose variants to bone mineral density (BMD) in  
SMCC, PIVUS & ULSAM. 
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Results were consistent when using the random effects IVW and weighted 
median methods. The MR-Egger analysis did not provide evidence of direc-
tional pleiotropy. The MR-PRESSO method did not detect any outliers, but 
the global test p-value was 0.0129 in the BMD analysis based on ULSAM 
data, indicating there may have been some horizontal pleiotropy in that spe-
cific analysis. We found no evidence of heterogeneity in the primary analysis 
and performing the analysis using sex-specific beta estimates, results were 
similar to the main analysis. In sensitivity analysis adjusting for genetically 
predicted height and BMI did not alter our estimates. Neither did the removing 
of SNP (rs7651090, for gene IGF2BP2) and when we included all subjects, 
including those with T2DM, we saw the same direction of effect. 

Paper III 
The average time between the baseline and the second examination in each 
cohort was 10 years (SMCC), 8 years (PIVUS) and 6 years (ULSAM), with a 
mean baseline age ranging from 65 to 82 years across all participants. Com-
paring those without T2DM with those with incident T2DM and prevalent 
T2DM across SMCC, PIVUS and ULSAM, those with incident and prevalent 
diabetes had higher levels of BMI yet lower levels of physical activity and 
education.  

In fully adjusted models, compared to individuals without T2DM at both 
examinations (“no T2DM” group), change in bone area in those with incident 
T2DM was lower by 0.7% (-0.22 cm2 [-0.42, -0.02]), 0.2% (-0.06 cm2 [-0.26, 
0.15]) and 0.3% (-0.10 cm2 [-0.43, 0.24]) in SMCC, PIVUS and ULSAM re-
spectively. Combining the estimates in a meta-analysis (Figure 15), the change 
in bone area at the total hip was 0.4% lower among those with incident T2DM 
compared to those without T2DM (-0.13 cm2 [-0.26, -0.001]). The corre-
sponding pooled estimate comparing those with prevalent T2DM to those 
without T2DM indicated a difference of -0.08% (-0.03 cm2 [-0.14, 0.08]) in 
bone area at the total hip (Figure 16). The heterogeneity test from the meta-
analyses showed little variation between each cohort in our analysis (χ2 =1.27, 
p=0.531 for incident T2DM and χ2 =0.13, p=0.935 for prevalent T2DM com-
pared to no T2DM). 
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Figure 15. Change in bone area at the total hip in those who were defined as incident 
T2DM cases at the second examination compared with those without T2DM. IT2DM, 
incident type 2 diabetes mellitus. NoT2DM, no type 2 diabetes mellitus.  

Figure 16. Change in bone area at the total hip in those who were defined as prevalent 
T2DM cases compared to those without T2DM with additional adjustment for dietary 
intake. PT2DM, prevalent type 2 diabetes mellitus. NoT2DM, no type 2 diabetes 
mellitus. 
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When those with incident T2DM were compared with those without T2DM 
with respect to change in total hip BMD, results varied across cohorts: BMD 
was lower by -0.4% (-0.001 g/cm2 [-0.03, 0.03]), higher by 1.1% (0.01 g/cm2 

[-0.01, 0.02]) and lower by 0.4% (-0.02 g/cm2 [-0.04, 0.01]) in SMCC, PIVUS 
and ULSAM respectively. The meta-analysis estimate indicated an increased 
BMD of 0.2% (0.002 g/cm2 [-0.01, 0.01]) (Figure 17) among those with inci-
dent T2DM compared to those without T2DM. The corresponding pooled es-
timate comparing those with prevalent T2DM to those without T2DM indi-
cated a higher BMD of 1.1% (0.01 g/cm2 [0.00, 0.02]) (Figure 18). The heter-
ogeneity test from the meta-analyses of change in total hip BMD showed little 
variation between each cohort (χ2 = 1.20, p=0.550 for incident T2DM and χ2 

= 1.30, p=0.522 for prevalent T2DM compared to no T2DM). Further adjust-
ment for dietary components and fat and lean mass did not alter the results. 

Figure 17. Change in bone mineral density (BMD) at the total hip in those who were 
defined as incident T2DM cases at the second examination compared to those without 
T2DM. IT2DM, incident type 2 diabetes mellitus. NoT2DM, no type 2 diabetes melli-
tus. 
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Figure 18. Change in bone mineral density (BMD) at the total hip in those who were 
defined as prevalent T2DM cases compared with those without T2DM with additional 
adjustment for dietary intake. PT2DM, prevalent type 2 diabetes mellitus. NoT2DM, 
no type 2 diabetes mellitus. 

Considering the distribution of fasting glucose levels among those with inci-
dent T2DM; in PIVUS and ULSAM they were skewed to the right towards 
higher levels of fasting glucose whereas the fasting glucose levels for SMCC 
had a normal distribution with a lower average. Also among participants with 
incident T2DM, subjects from SMCC, PIVUS and ULSAM had a mean (SD) 
difference in weight of -0.014 (0.568) kg, +0.085 (4.83) kg and -2.798 (5.024) 
kg respectively between first and second examinations.  

Paper IV 
Participants with the highest adherence to the mMED were more likely to be 
female (52.0 vs 44.5%), not living alone, more physically active, have a higher 
attained educational level and more frequently take supplements containing 
calcium and vitamin D. The incidence of T2DM in 1997-2008 (6.7%) was 
highest in those with the lowest adherence to Mediterranean diet. In the 6-year 
follow-up period, 1386 (2.7%) men and women suffered a hip fracture.  

The total effect model indicated that those in the second level and highest 
adherence to mMED had, respectively, 18% (OR=0.82 [95% CI=0.71, 0.95]) 
and 25% (0.75 [0.62, 0.91]) lower odds of hip fracture compared with those 
in the lowest adherence category (Table 2).  
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The potentially biased conditional controlled direct effect ORs of mMED 
(not mediated by T2DM) on hip fracture risk estimated using traditional meth-
ods in Model 2 and Model 3 were similar to the total effect ORs.  

The conditional controlled direct effect of mMED on the risk of hip fracture 
not through T2DM while controlling for BMI as an exposure-induced media-
tor-outcome confounder (using IPW of MSM; Model 4) was 0.82 [0.71, 0.95] 
and 0.73 [0.60, 0.88] indicating an 18% and a 27% lower odds of hip fracture 
for medium and high adherence respectively, compared with low mMED ad-
herence (Table 2). 

Table 2. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for the total and the conditional 
controlled direct effects of Mediterranean diet on hip fracture with respect to T2DM 
as a mediator. 

Total effect Conditional controlled direct effect with re-
spect to T2DM as a mediator 

Model 1a Model 2b Model 3c Model 4d 

Mediterra-
nean diet 

OR (95% 
CI) 

OR (95% 
CI) 

OR (95% 
CI) 

OR (95% 
CI) 

score 
(mMED) 

0 (reference) 
(lowest ad-

herence) 
1 

1.00 

0.82 

1.00 

0.82 

1.00 

0.82 

1.00 

0.82 
(0.71, 0.95) (0.71, 0.95) (0.71, 0.94) (0.71, 0.95) 

2 0.75 0.75 0.73 0.73 
(highest ad-

herence) 
(0.62, 0.91)  (0.62, 0.91)  (0.61, 0.90) (0.60, 0.88) 

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio. CI, confidence interval. T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus. BMI, 
body mass index. MSM, marginal structural model. All models include the same set of con-
founders C: age, education, physical activity, smoking status, living alone status, calcium sup-
plement use, vitamin D supplement use, total energy intake and Charlson comorbidity index. 
a Estimated using logistic regression conditional on confounders C. 
b Estimated using logistic regression conditional on confounders C and the mediator T2DM . 
c Estimated using logistic regression conditional on confounders C, the mediator T2DM, and 

the exposure induced mediator-outcome confounder BMI.  
d Estimated using a conditional marginal structural model with stabilised inverse probability 
weights for the mediator T2DM,  conditional on confounders C. Please refer to Supplementary 
Table 1 for estimates for the marginal controlled direct effect based on a marginal structural 
model that is marginalised over the distribution of confounders (C). 
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Using the flexible mediation analysis with multiple sequentially ordered me-
diators the odds ratios for the natural direct effect of mMED on the risk of hip 
fracture not going through BMI or T2DM were 0.82 [0.71, 0.94] and 0.74 
[0.61, 0.89] in the medium and highest level of adherence to mMED, respec-
tively, compared to the lowest adherence category (Table 3). The natural in-
direct effect and partial indirect effect ORs were approximately 1.00. The path 
specific effects for the natural indirect and partial indirect effects are shown 
in Table 3. 

Table 3. Odds ratios for the component effects from the natural effects model E{Y(a, 
M1i(aʹ), M2i(aʺ, M1i(aʹ)))|C} estimating the effect of Mediterranean diet (mMED) on 
hip fracture. 

mMED Natural direct Natural indirect ef- Partial indirect 
effect (a)a fect (aʹ)b effect (aʺ)c

 mMED  →  mMED → BMI → mMED → 
hip fracture hip fracture 

mMED → BMI → 

T2DM → hip 
fracture 

T2DM → hip frac-
ture 

Mediterranean 
diet score 

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) 

(mMED) 
0 1.00 1.00 1.00 

(reference) 
(lowest adher-

ence) 
1 0.819 1.006 0.998 

(0.710, 0.945) (0.994, 1.017) (0.989, 1.007) 

2 0.737 1.022 0.989 
(highest adher-

ence) 
(0.609, 0.893) (1.004, 1.040) (0.977, 1.002) 

Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio. CI, confidence interval. 
a The natural direct effect odds ratio corresponds to the effect of Mediterranean diet score 

(mMED) on risk of fracture through neither body mass index (BMI) (M1) nor type 2 diabetes 
mellitus (T2DM) (M2). 
b The natural indirect effect odds ratio corresponds to the effect mediated by exposure induced 

changes in body mass index (BMI) (M1), thus also including the path  
mMED → BMI → T2DM → hip fracture. 
c The partial indirect effect odds ratio corresponds to the effect mediated solely by exposure 
induced changes in type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) (M2). 
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Discussion 

Main findings  
Using a variety of study designs, in Papers I, II and III we found a consistent 
association with T2DM and fasting glucose levels and lower bone area yet a 
greater BMD at the total hip. In Paper IV we are unable to rule out mediation 
or counteracting effects but there is an effect of Mediterranean diet on hip 
fracture that does not go through T2DM and BMI. 

Paper I 
Paper I was a cross-sectional analysis based on one cohort of Swedish men 
and one of Swedish women that confirmed previous reports from meta-anal-
ysis,(46) that T2DM was associated with a greater BMD, although we showed 
this at the total hip and femoral shaft for the first time. In contrast to greater 
BMD, we found T2DM was associated with a smaller bone area at the total 
hip and the femoral shaft. We also observed that fasting glucose and insulin 
were associated with smaller bone area and among women, lower levels of 
bone turnover markers. Paper I was at this stage, the first study in the field to 
analyse T2DM in relation to bone area at the total hip. Prior to this paper there 

(17,96-98) were reports showing T2DM being associated with smaller bone area, 
however, they all measured bone area at peripheral sites such as the tibia and 
radius and not the total hip. As stated in the introduction the bone area at the 
hip is most relevant for hip fracture risk which is the most severe type of frac-
ture.(9) We also observed a lower bone area at the total hip and femoral shaft 
with higher levels of fasting glucose and insulin. Prior to this thesis there were 
no other studies showing an association between glucose and bone area, how-
ever insulin resistance has been shown to be associated with a smaller bone 
size at the radius and tibia.(116) We also confirmed previous reports from a 
meta-analyses that T2DM was associated with lower levels of osteocalcin and 
CrossLaps,(18,188) thus adding further evidence that T2DM may be a state of 
low bone turnover, which could help explain the poorer bone quality and 
greater risk for fracture.  
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Paper II 
In Paper II we utilized a form of instrumental variable analysis; MR to estab-
lish whether genetic predisposition to higher fasting glucose levels (consid-
ered as a proxy for T2DM) was causally associated with bone area and BMD 
at the total hip. We found that genetically higher fasting glucose levels were 
associated with lower bone area and possibly associated with greater BMD. 
Although based on a relatively small study population and fairly wide confi-
dence intervals, we believe the size and direction of the estimates were robust 
as we used several sensitivity analyses including the weighted median method, 
MR-Egger and MR-PRESSO and our results remained consistent without any 
evidence of pleiotropy. Our results also remained consistent when we adjusted 
for the genetic effects of height(181) and BMI(182) in a sensitivity analysis. 
Height has been shown to directly affect both bone size and the risk of diabe-
tes.(189) Due to the known effects of insulin-like growth factor (IGF) binding 
proteins (BPs) on bone health,(190) we removed SNP (rs7651090, for gene 
IGF2BP2) in an additional sensitivity analysis and this did not affect our esti-
mates. 

Like in Paper I, we believe at the time of study this was the first to analyse 
the effect of fasting glucose on bone area at the total hip using an MR ap-
proach. A previous MR study(166) including up to 83,894 individuals reported 
that genetically‐increased fasting glucose increased femoral neck BMD. Our 
results were in the same direction even considering the authors used summary 
level data of BMD associated genetic variants for the outcome in a population 
of European and East Asian ancestry,(191) rather than individual data on BMD 
measured by DXA. Another MR study found no association of genetically 
increased fasting glucose and T2DM on the risk of any fracture among adults 
>18 years.(167) Fragility fractures such as hip fractures occurring among older 
individuals may however have a different aetiology than other types of frac-
tures occurring among younger individuals and to separate by fracture type 
may be crucial, although potentially complicated as valid hip fracture infor-
mation is to date lacking from large consortia. 

Paper III 
In Paper III we utilized longitudinal data to investigate whether the cross-sec-
tional associations found in Paper I were consistent over an average period of 
8 years. We found that compared with those without T2DM, incident T2DM 
was associated with a lesser expansion in bone area at the total hip. Through-
out life humans experience loss in BMD(192) and to compensate for this loss in 
density, bone area increases(83) via a process of periosteal apposition to pre-
serve bone strength(86) to protect against the risk of fracture as reduced perios-
teal apposition may actually increase fracture risk.(193) This process however, 
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may be lesser in women which can partially explain why the fracture risk is 
greater for women.(87) The strength of the bone, which is effected by its area 
is a determinant of fracture risk(194) and because the bending strength of bone 
and resistance to fracture increases as bone is distributed further from the neu-
tral axis, smaller bone area can reduce the bone strength.(195) If T2DM reduces 
this expansion in bone area at the total hip, it may help explain the paradox of 
greater hip fracture risk in individuals with T2DM through reduced bone 
strength. These results from Paper III add on to the results from Paper I where 
we reported a cross-sectional association between T2DM and lower bone area 
at the total hip in the same populations, suggesting that smaller area at the total 
hip seen among those with T2DM may be an early effect of T2DM rather than 
a late complication.  

The previous studies including Paper I in this thesis that have analysed the 
association between T2DM and bone area and BMD, have been cross-sec-
tional in nature.(17,98) Why we did not see an association between incident 
T2DM and greater BMD may be explained by the effects of body weight on 
BMD and by the weight change in each cohort. In the studied cohorts, BMD 
increased in conjunction with body weight in PIVUS only. Body weight and 
BMI explained 8.9–19.8% of total variance in all measured BMD sites in 
women and 2.8–6.9% of the total variance in femur and spine BMD in men.(60) 

These results thus suggest that the larger BMD seen among those with T2DM 
may not be an effect of the diabetes itself but rather an effect of the higher 
weight associated with the disease. However it may also be due to the length 
of T2DM as we saw a greater BMD in those with prevalent T2DM. However 
we were unable to assess T2DM duration.  

Paper IV 
In Paper IV we used several innovative methods of mediation analysis in an 
attempt to establish whether T2DM and BMI could be mechanistic pathways 
as to explain previously published observations that greater adherence to a 
Mediterranean diet was associated with lower risk of hip fracture.(119) Due to 
the complex causal relations of Mediterranean diet, BMI, T2DM and hip frac-
ture, and to overcome some of the potential biases that can arise when using 
traditional mediation analysis, we firstly applied inverse probability weighting 
of marginal structural models and secondly, a novel approach of multiple me-
diation analysis. Using the different methods for effect estimation, we ob-
served a direct effect of adherence to Mediterranean diet on hip fracture, not 
mediated by T2DM or BMI. Even though the effect estimates were similar 
using the different models, the traditional methods of mediation that compare 
the total effect of Mediterranean diet on hip fracture to the conditional direct 
effect not mediated by T2DM will be biased in the setting described in our 
DAG (Figure 9). If we ignore BMI in our causal diagram our results will suffer 
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from residual confounding from the exposure-induced mediator-outcome con-
founder BMI through the biasing path mMED → T2DM ← BMI → hip frac-
ture that is opened upon conditioning on T2DM (147). However, including both 
T2DM and BMI in the model will block the pathway mMED→BMI→hip 
fracture and thus bias the conditional controlled direct effect measure.(196) We 
should also note that if our assumption that there is no exposure-induced con-
founding is violated and there is unmeasured confounding (U) between BMI 
and hip fracture, the estimate may further suffer from collider bias through the 
biasing path mMED → T2DM → BMI ←U → hip fracture that is opened 
upon conditioning on BMI. 

The interpretation of the potential indirect effects is dependent on the esti-
mation method used and the direct effects found in this study could be ex-
plained by the contrasting effects of both T2DM and BMI thereby cancelling 
out possible mediating effects. Potential mechanisms include that a higher ad-
herence to a Mediterranean diet leads to lower BMI(128) and therefore lower 
BMD(197) which is associated with increased fracture risk,(198) whereas the 
lower BMI may also lead to a lower incidence of T2DM and thereby lower 
risk of hip fracture.(54) This study illustrates that when complex causal rela-
tions exist, it may still not be possible to isolate the effect of main interest, in 
our case the natural indirect effect of mMED on hip fracture with T2DM as a 
mediator even when using innovative methods. 

However these results indicate that even if there is no mediation via T2DM 
or BMI, the effect of mMED on the risk of hip fracture may be mediated 
through other mechanisms. Such mechanistic pathways may include dietary 
constituents of the key food groups such as plant foods, olive oil, fish and 
specific nutrients such as α-tocopherol that have anti-inflammatory and anti-
oxidant effects that have positive effects on BMD,(199) bone formation(126) and 
muscle, thereby increasing the resistance to fracture.(120,200) 

Methodological considerations 

Paper I 
In our first study, fasting glucose, insulin, BMD and BMA were measured in 
two population-based cohorts consisting of men and women, with additional 
measurement of bone turnover markers in women. When this study was pub-
lished there were no other studies combining several bone outcomes, in par-
ticular bone area at the hip, in relation to T2DM, glucose, and insulin. The 
generalisability of this study is enhanced as we showed the same direction of 
association both men and women. We may have been limited in the power of 
our study though, as we only had 68 (15%) men and 325 (6.9%) women with 
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T2DM, although the percentage of individuals with T2DM is reflective of the 
prevalence of T2DM in Sweden at the respective ages.(201) It may have been 
possible that high body weight could have influenced the outcome measures 
of bone area which could then in turn influence bias the estimates beyond what 
was possible for us to adjust for. Although among women who were over-
weight, our results were similar to those in the main results indicating that the 
differences in bone area persist in those with similar body stature. A more 
detailed discussion on the DXA scans appears later in the discussion. The 
main limitations of this study was the cross-sectional design which may be 
biased by residual confounding and limits our ability to infer causation.(202) 

Paper II 
In Paper II, we tried to address issues of residual confounding and inferring 
causation using MR. Our study population again consisted of men and women 
and we were able to ensure we had a population without T2DM using the 
definitions for T2DM in SMCC, PIVUS and ULSAM as described in the 
methods. We believed that using genetic variants for fasting glucose rather 
than T2DM, was advantageous because performing MR studies of dichoto-
mous exposures requires additional assumptions. The majority of SNPs from 
the genome wide association study (GWAS) on T2DM will be related to con-
tinuous exposures that in turn influence the risk of T2DM. An instrumental 
variable for a continuous exposure can only be an instrumental variable for 
the dichotomization of the exposure if the exposure–outcome causal relation-
ship is a strict stepwise threshold at the point of dichotomization. This means  
that the interpretation of a binary exposure is less straightforward than that of 
a continuous exposure(203) like fasting glucose. Also, with a binary outcome 
like T2DM, the precision of the coefficient in the regression analysis is re-
duced compared with a continuous outcome(204) (fasting glucose) thereby re-
quiring a larger sample size. Furthermore, the approximately 400 SNPs that 
have been identified as associated with T2DM include a variety of mechanistic 
pathways with a greater possibility for pleiotropic effects on bone, including 
the insulin traits that seem to explain only a small proportion of the variance 
in insulin concentrations.(173) Although heritability for T2DM is high,(205) us-
ing genetic variants for fasting glucose concentrations as an instrument may 
provide more specific insight into the mechanisms of glucose on bone area, 
also when explored in a population without diabetes.(203) However by condi-
tioning on not having T2DM there is a risk of introducing collider bias (206) by 
opening up a closed path via BMI (Figure 19). We conducted several sensi-
tivity analysis by adjusting our models for the genetic effect of BMI and also 
including those with T2DM. This did not dramatically change our results.  

Major strengths of the MR approach are that reverse causation bias is 
avoided because genetic variants are fixed at conception and confounding is 
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reduced by the use of genetic variants as proxies for the exposure representing 
the lifelong exposure of fasting glucose concentrations.(207) 

The study is limited by sample size since MR analyses generally require 
large numbers of individuals to see causal effects and if the analyses have low 
power then the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis is low.(208) However 
we used 35 SNPs as our instrumental variable which reduces the required sam-
ple size for a given power level.(209) With this method we were able to observe 
statistically significant results for the association between fasting glucose and 
bone area despite a small sample size, although we do hope future studies and 
larger consortia will explore and present results for bone area. The amount of 
variance in an exposure explained by the SNPs, can influence the ability to 
estimate causal effects. But the 35 genetic variants for increased fasting glu-
cose levels, explaining 4% to 12% of the variance in our studies, will therefore 
influence the outcome even if the T2DM status remains fixed for all subjects 
in the analysis.(203) We may also be unable to generalize the results to other 
ethnicities as the genetic instruments and outcomes came from European pop-
ulations and all our outcome populations were based in Sweden. 

Figure 19. Causal diagram(140) highlighting the issues of collider bias introduced by 
conditioning  on T2DM status in a MR study that may open up a closed path from 
glucose SNPs through glucose, BMI to bone area/BMD. 

Paper III 
In Paper III, we were able to advance on from the cross-sectional analysis in 
Paper I and use a longitudinal study design to analyse change in bone area and 
BMD. We had a study sample of N=1770 with two different DXA measure-
ments performed on the same DXA scanner operated by the same x-ray nurse 
which is rare. Our three cohorts included women and men of different ages 
and we were able to see a consistent direction of estimate in all of them which 
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increases our generalizability, although this may be limited to Swedish popu-
lations. We were able to further adjust our statistical models for the same Med-
iterranean diet score we used from SMC described in Paper IV, while in 
PIVUS and ULSAM we adjusted for fat quality, individual vitamins and fruit 
and vegetable intake. We did this as systematic reviews and meta-analyses 
have provided evidence that saturated fatty acids are positively,(210) while n-3 
fatty acids(211) are inversely related with hip fracture risk. This further adjust-
ment did not alter our estimates. We were also limited by the relatively small 
population with regards to new diabetes cases and prevalent diabetes cases 
and we had no information on exact timing of diabetes diagnosis thus limiting 
our capacity to investigate the effects of diabetes duration.  

Paper IV 
In Paper IV we were able to apply two recently developed methods of media-
tion analysis to our data from SMC and COSM which included a three-level 
categorical exposure which prior to this paper had yet to be implemented. We 
had a large combined study population of men and women with a large num-
ber of hip fractures ascertained from official registers in Sweden in a valid 
way with minimal loss to follow-up. The longitudinal design with multiple 
measurements taken from subjects in SMC and COSM, allowed temporal or-
dering of exposure, mediator and outcome variables which is a prerequisite 
for mediation analysis. We were further able to adjust our statistical models 
for a large number of potential confounders, including comorbidity based on 
patient records. 

However, we cannot completely exclude the possibility that residual con-
founding still exists,(212) for instance by health seeking behavior. But we felt 
adjustment for supplement use could partly accounted for this. Alternatively, 
the measured confounders we did include may be measured with error, for 
example physical activity(213) and smoking status.(214) Considering this, causal 
inference methods like the ones used in this study rely on the assumption of 
no residual confounding to estimate effects, which may be a strong assump-
tion. Restricting the duration of T2DM to incident cases in 1997-2009 is also 
an inherent limitation of the available data that may limit our power to detect 
possible mediating effects since disease duration will likely influence fracture 
risk. This restriction may have introduced selection bias since we did not con-
sider hip fractures and deaths occurring in 1997-2009. With repeat exposure 
assessments and exact dates of diabetes onset, we would have been able to 
apply recently developed methods to handle time-to-event outcomes 
accounting for repeatedly measured mediators subject to time-varying 
confounding(215,216) to overcome such limitations. We also had potential limi-
tations in our assessment of dietary intake which will be discussed later.  
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We assume that all our models were correctly specified, and that the con-
sistency assumption holds(217) which states that the exposure is defined with 
enough specificity that different variants of the exposure do not have different 
effects on the outcome.(218) We also assume positivity for all models and 
acknowledge that inverse probability weighting of marginal structural models 
require this assumption so that the probabilities in the denominator of the 
weights are nonzero.(219) 

Although the effect measures presented within this paper are conditional 
on confounders, comparison of the total effect odds ratios with the controlled 
direct effect estimates are still hampered due to the non-collapsible nature of 
the odds ratio.(220,221) Adding a true mediator to a regression model will lead 
to attenuated estimates for the exposure effect and at the same time, adding a 
variable that is not a confounder or a mediator to a logistic regression model 
might lead to ORs further away from 1, due to non-collapsibility. Thus, if no 
change in estimate is seen after addition of a potential mediator to a logistic 
regression model, one may draw wrong conclusions regarding presence of 
mediation. Importantly, mediation effects will be underestimated when based 
on the difference-in-coefficients method using logistic regression(221) and we 
cannot exclude that they exist. 

Study populations 
In relation to the study questions in this thesis, the cohorts all have self-re-
ported T2DM status in conjunction with medication use, fasting glucose, 
BMD and bone area measured in population-based samples consisting of men 
and women ranging from ages 50-88 years at multiple times allowing longi-
tudinal study designs. SMCC, PIVUS and ULSAM also have genetic infor-
mation allowing MR analysis. Participants in SMC, COSM, PIVUS and UL-
SAM were recruited from the general population and are therefore considered 
representative of it.(222) However SMCC may suffer from selection bias as 
even though they were randomly selected they were selected from the SMC 
cohort. Selection bias may distort the effect estimates due to the selection of 
subjects that no longer represent the population of interest.(223) However in the 
study populations used within this thesis the bias is unlikely as it is non-dif-
ferential. 

The cohorts used in this thesis limits the populations of study to Caucasian 
men and women from specific regions in Sweden, therefore caution should be 
made to extrapolate conclusions to other ethnic groups. Many of the variables 
in these cohorts were self-reported in questionnaires which may lead do po-
tential reporting errors. However adjusting for potential reporting errors in 
BMI by comparing self-reported height and weight with measured height and 
weight in participants in the U.S. National Health and Nutrition Evaluation 
Survey (NHANES) did not greatly affect the estimates of BMI and increased 
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all-cause mortality(224) suggesting that self-reported health variables can be 
valid. In ULSAM the men received extensive medical advice and intervention. 
The men in this cohort were followed over a long period of time and re-exam-
ined at several times and if health conditions were discovered they received 
medical help. Specifically in Paper III we saw a lower percentage of those 
ULSAM men with prevalent T2DM having a Charlson’s comorbidity index 
of 2 or more which may be explained by the above. 

T2DM definition 
Throughout this thesis T2DM has been defined using fasting glucose levels in 
combination with self-reported diagnosis or self-reported use of medication. 
In Paper IV we also included those data from the Swedish prescription drug 
register. Although the fasting samples enabled clinical categorization of indi-
viduals with T2DM, only one measure of fasting plasma glucose was used, 
which may have led to misclassification of T2DM as the gold standard is for 
multiple measurements.(29) However, self-reported diabetes status when com-
pared to medical record review has a high positive predictive value (91.8%) 
and a high negative predictive value (94.5%).(225) 

Mediterranean diet  
In Paper IV we created a Mediterranean diet score (mMED) based on dietary 
intake from food frequency questionnaires. Dietary assessment in this way 
may be prone to errors(226) but allows for ranking of individuals’ dietary in-
takes if total energy intake is taken into account.(227) Overweight and obese 
individuals may be more likely to under-report their energy intake and over-
report intakes of healthy foods(228,229) which may lead to potential misclassifi-
cation of adherence to Mediterranean diet. Misreporting of or changes in die-
tary habits would lead to bias towards the null for the effect of Mediterranean 
diet on diabetes and hip fracture, however, adherence to dietary patterns have 
been shown to be fairly stable over a period of 8-10 years(230,231). We also used 
a valid and reproducible FFQ.(183,184) In COSM the FFQ was validated by four 
7-day (weighted) food records performed every third month whereas in 
COSM the FFQ was validated by fourteen 24-hr recall interviews. Validity 
evaluated by Spearman rank correlation coefficients between the FFQ and the 
total intake of nutrients for the fourteen 24-h recall interviews was 0.65 for  
macronutrients and 0.62 for micronutrients(183) and in SMC it was observed 
that plasma ORACwhole, plasma ORAClipophilic, and plasma TRAP concentra-
tions correlated with FFQ-based TACtotal and FFQ-based TACfruit&vegetables es-
timates.(184) 
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Dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) 
In Papers I, II and III we considered bone area and BMD as our primary out-
come and these were measured using the two dimensional (2D) DXA tech-
nique set at a specific ROI. All DXA measurements in all three cohorts were 
taken by the same x-ray nurse using the same DXA scanner increasing the 
reliability and reducing variance in our outcome measure.  

However, as DXA is a 2D imaging technique, it limited our ability to dis-
tinguish between cortical and trabecular bone and measure the microarchitec-
ture and quality of bone mineralization,(232) leading to potentially conserva-
tively biased estimates in BMD and BMA. To overcome these limitations 
three-dimensional (3D) imaging techniques(49) are desirable. With that being 
said, the most commonly used 3D imaging technique, peripheral quantitative 
computed tomography (pQCT) is a peripheral measurement tool and DXA of 
the total hip may be a more accurate way to rank individuals according to bone 
area at the hip.  

Another potential issue is body size and composition. Body weight may 
influence the distance between the DXA bed and the bone; however, to mini-
mize the impact of such differences, the Lunar Prodigy DXA used in this the-
sis corrects the scans to the actual effective object plane. Differences in height 
between 5 and 15 cm results in an uncertainty of 1% for area measure-
ments.(233) The influence of tissue thickness is also minimal.(233,234) 

Furthermore, magnification effects are smaller when using the narrow fan-
beam along the axis as in the Lunar Prodigy, compared to wide-angle fan beam 
with perpendicular orientation. These beam-related features of the DXA scan-
ner used in this thesis, in addition to high resolution, automatic location of the 
bone, and centering of the scan around the bone providing precise automatic 
edge detection, gives an improved measurement less dependent of the exact 
positioning of the femur in the beam and no scout scans are needed.(233,234) 

Thus, the problem with high body weight when determining bone size is of 
less importance with this equipment compared with ordinary fan-beam equip-
ment.(233,234) The ordinary fan-beam equipment can have substantial magnifi-
cation error, which has direct effects on estimated bone area.(233) 

Body weight may also influence an individual’s position on the DXA scan-
ner and therefore the area measurement; however, we used a standard position 
for each subject that was checked before accepting each scan. Inter-individual 
variation in scans was also limited since each subject was measured by the 
same experienced and DXA-accredited X-ray nurse using the same scan-
ner(233) to ensure the ROI consistency, thereby any differences in positioning, 
which would introduce random measurement error, were unlikely to bias the 
results. 
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Hip fracture identification 
Hip fractures were defined by linking each participant with the National Pa-
tient Register to identify incident hip fractures (International Classification of 
Diseases [ICD]-10 codes S720, S721, or S722). The register has minimal loss 
to follow up and covers all inpatient care in Sweden since 1987 and is a valid 
form of hip fracture identification.(235-237) We also used a validated method to 
distinguish incident hip fractures from readmissions of previous hip frac-
tures.(238) We only considered first hip fractures after 14th 2009 until December 
31st 2014. We did not use time to fracture as we did not have the requisite 
updated data on exposure, mediators and confounders to conduct the analysis 
correctly.  

Confounding 
Not appropriately controlling for confounding is a major source of bias in ep-
idemiological studies. Confounding can be caused by variables that are asso-
ciated with both exposure and outcome and are not found on the causal path-
way between exposure and outcome. From an analysis, the estimates will be 
biased if the exposed and unexposed are not comparable/exchangeable due to 
improper confounding control. Specific confounders in each of our studies 
were selected using the DAG method.(140) Once identified, confounding bias 
can be controlled for by adjustment for the specific variables in statistical 
modelling, randomization, restriction or matching. However even if con-
founding variables are controlled for, there may still remain residual con-
founding from unmeasured confounders or confounders that have been meas-
ured with error. 

Causal inference and mediation analysis 
As highlighted in the introduction, the search for causal effects with the use 
of mediation analysis is becoming increasingly popular to determine mecha-
nisms of outcome occurrence from exposure and the methods to do this cor-
rectly are constantly evolving. The research question of interest will first re-
quire the graphical illustration of causal effects in a DAG(140) which will be 
constructed through background knowledge and previous evidence. This will 
then lead to the effect estimate of particular interest which will require differ-
ent methods of application. In this study we used traditional methods of me-
diation analysis with simple covariate adjustment, marginal structural models 
with IPW to estimate controlled direct effects and flexible multiple mediation 
using counterfactual notation to estimate natural direct, indirect and partial 
indirect effects.  
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In the estimation of the conditional controlled direct effect we fix the me-
diator (T2DM) to a certain level (T2DM = 0 or T2DM = 1), whereas in the 
estimation of natural direct and indirect effects, we allow the mediator’s (BMI 
or T2DM) to take the natural value they would have been, given a certain level 
of exposure (mMED). Bearing this in mind controlled direct effects are gen-
erally closer to interventional scenarios where intermediates can be intervened 
upon (intervening to make everyone T2DM or not), making them of greater 
interest in planning for public health policy.(151) Whereas natural direct and 
indirect effects are of greater interest in evaluating the mechanisms of action 
between and exposure and an outcome via any potential mediators as values 
take on their natural state in the population under study.(143) 

When conducting mediation analysis with marginal structural models it is 
essential to make clear whether the effects are conditional on the baseline con-
founders in your data or are marginalized over the set of confounders when 
generalising to other populations. Especially when using logistic regression 
models and this is due to non-collapsibility. Unlike linear models that produce 
coefficients that can be interpreted as causal effects expressed as risk differ-
ences and that can be directly compared across populations, logistic models 
produce coefficients that can (when exponentiated) be interpreted as causal 
effects expressed as odds ratios, which cannot be directly compared across 
models or  populations. 

Both methods rely on pre-specified assumptions. Even if the counterfactual 
framework allows for analysis and interpretation of mediation effects, critique 
of the methods include that the combination of counterfactuals assessed in 
mediation analysis are constructs that can never be observed in reality. In “The 
Book of Why”, Judea Pearl quotes from Donald Rubin’s causal model theory 
of potential outcomes that the potential outcome of a variable Y is simply the 
value Y would have taken for individual u, had X been assigned the value of 
x.(239) In reality we are unable to see the outcome Y for an individual u given 
X or x, therefore we must rely on assumptions for our estimates to be valid. 

In our modelling approach for natural effects, we were able to model the 
density of T2DM as this was the primary mediating variable of interest instead 
of BMI which is an advanced approach compared to that of the Monte Carlo 
method which would require the joint density of T2DM and BMI together(240) 

thus limiting the possibility of decomposing the individual mediating effects.  

Mendelian randomisation 
Interpreting the results from an MR analysis as causal, relies on several as-
sumptions, one being the assumption that the genetic variants used as instru-
ments are strongly associated with the risk factor. We were able to achieve 
this using a two-sample MR design including 35 genetic variants strongly 
associated with fasting glucose (p < 5×10−8) in a previous meta-analysis of  
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GWAS of non-diabetic individuals.(173) Doing so, ensured that any bias from 
weak instruments was towards the null(241) and we had sufficient statistical 
power to estimate causality.(174) Another assumption of MR analyses is the 
absence of pleiotropy, which can occur when a genetic instrument (SNP) af-
fects multiple phenotypes.(242) Dependent on the type of pleiotropy present, it 
can lead to biased estimates from an MR analysis. Horizontal pleiotropy oc-
curs when a genetic variant affects more than one phenotype on separate path-
ways(243), whereas vertical pleiotropy, also known as mediated pleiotropy, oc-
curs when a genetic variant effects other phenotypes downstream from the 
exposure, on the causal pathway to the outcome.(244) In our case, T2DM may 
be one such phenotype, being downstream of fasting glucose and also associ-
ated with bone phenotypes. We cannot entirely exclude that the SNPs used as 
instruments in the present study may affect bone area and BMD through mech-
anisms other than their effects on fasting glucose however we did not find any 
evidence of horizontal or vertical pleiotropy using the MR-Egger approach. 
We did not find any evidence of SNP’s being outliers or effect change caused 
by any SNP outliers, evaluated using MR-PRESSO,(180) although there may 
have been some pleiotropy in the ULSAM BMD analysis. MR‐PRESSO was 
used to evaluate potential outliers and horizontal pleiotropy by assessing 
whether a specific SNP was driving the difference in computed residual sum 
of squares (RSS) against simulated expectations. Another potential source of 
bias in MR analyses is population stratification and population heterogene-
ity,(245) but this was reduced in our study because our genetic instruments and 
outcomes came from European populations and all our outcome populations 
were based in Sweden and we adjusted for genetic principle components.  

We must also consider the possibility of introducing collider bias (selection 
bias) by restricting our study sample to those without T2DM (Figure 19).(206) 

However, we believe that it is important to investigate the association in the 
population that is of substantive interest to our scientific question of interest 
which is the effect of glucose levels on bone area. Furthermore as the genetic 
variants were established in a population without diabetes we believe this was 
the best population to study. 
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Clinical implications 

As previously described, T2DM is a major public health concern and there are 
many health complications associated with T2DM. Therefore the priority for 
clinicians and public health authorities should be to prevent T2DM and reduce 
the rate of global increase. However, as there are many individuals already 
with T2DM, clinicians should be aware of the detrimental effects it has on the 
skeleton. As highlighted in the beginning of this thesis, hip fractures which 
are a major public health concern, are an associated consequence of T2DM 
and with increasing numbers of T2DM globally, the impact that will have on 
the risk and rate of hip fractures should be of concern to clinicians from an 
individual health perspective and also to public health authorities from a fi-
nancial perspective. 

Within this thesis, evidence has been presented to highlight the negative 
association between T2DM and bone area. Lower bone area and a lesser ex-
pansion in bone area over time is associated with negative consequences for 
bone strength and resistance to fracture. These negative effects of T2DM on 
bone area were found using three different study designs suggesting that this 
may be of clinical importance particularly for the types of people under study. 
That being said, whether we can generalize these findings to non-Caucasian 
populations from different geographical locations needs to be confirmed.  

Smaller bone size has been shown to be associated with a lower strength 
and resistance to fracture, also with an increased risk of fracture. Biomechan-
ically is has been shown that by increasing the external diameter of a cylinder, 
the resistance to flexion is strongly increased.(246) This is depicted below (Fig-
ure 20) showing that an increase in the diameter of a long cylinder bone in-
creases its strength. As previously discussed, bone expands via periosteal ap-
position as a compensatory mechanism for loss in density. Stimulators of bone 
formation such as human growth hormone(247) and parathyroid hormone 
(PTH)(248) have been shown to stimulate the periosteal apposition which 
thereby increases the external diameter of long bones thus increasing bone 
strength. These could be potential pharmacological interventions clinicians 
could consider to ensure bone at the total hip continues to expand at the normal 
rate. 
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Figure 20. The changes in bone strength associated with alterations in cortical bone 
diameter and width which occur with periosteal apposition in a cylinder shaped bone. 

Clinicians could also consider physical exercise(249) to prevent bone loss and 
ensure that bone at the total hip continues to expand via periosteal apposition 
in those with T2DM in order to prevent hip fracture. There is currently no 
evidence on the mechanistic effects of physical activity on bone size in adults 
but low impact physical activity such as walking and cycling may be benefi-
cial for a lower risk of fracture(250) with potentially small effects on BMD but 
larger effects on muscle strength and function and improved balance. Physical 
activity is also a prominent therapy for the treatment of T2DM.(251) 

Currently, BMD is the primary focus for the diagnosis of bone fragility and 
susceptibility to fracture. This thesis highlights the potential negative impact 
T2DM can have on the size of bone at the total hip which may leave the pa-
tients vulnerable to fracture, therefore bone size should be taken into account 
during clinical assessment.  
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Implications for future research 

In this thesis we showed for the first time an association between T2DM, fast-
ing glucose and lower bone area measured at the hip. We were able to do so 
using three different study designs. Our first paper was limited by its cross-
sectional design which could be biased by residual confounding and or reverse 
causation which limited our ability to infer causality. With this in mind we 
conducted an MR study and used genetic variants as instruments to deal with 
these potential biases and report there was a causal effect of higher fasting 
glucose levels on bone area. In Paper III we advanced our first study to use a 
longitudinal study design and report an association between incident T2DM 
and a lesser expansion in bone area over an average of 8 years. As discussed, 
bone size is associated with fracture risk therefore these results may help ex-
plain the increased risk of hip fracture in those with T2DM due to the lower 
bone area. Even though our results were replicated using different study de-
signs, the cohorts used were all of Swedish origin. It would be interesting to 
see whether our results can be replicated in other geographical locations to  
determine whether smaller bone area at the hip is a consequence of T2DM in 
other populations. 

What I believe is also required is larger sample sizes with high quality DXA 
measurements. One particular cohort that would be of great interest to use is 
the UK Biobank. This cohort has conducted DXA scans on its participants but 
whether they have measured total hip bone area has yet to be released. If other 
large scale cohorts with DXA measurements of the hip presented their bone 
area measurements, future MR studies could utilize larger sample sizes re-
quired to corroborate or contest our findings. 

It would also be interesting if in the future it was possible to use MR to 
analayse the effect of fasting glucose levels on the risk of hip fracture. This 
could potentially be achieved if larger cohorts or consortia had the ability to 
define hip fractures in a valid and efficient way to separate them from other 
fractures. It may also be interesting to consider the complex and potentially 
bi-directional relationship between bone and energy metabolism as a previous 
MR study found that a genetically estimated increase in heel BMD of 0.14 
g/cm2 was associated with an 8% higher risk of T2DM.(252) It may not be fea-
sible with bone area as the number of genetic variants for bone area is low but 
a study with large power could assess this direction of association in the future. 
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It would also be of great interest to study the relationship between duration of 
T2DM and bone area. In this thesis we were unable to do this due to a lack of 
available data and insufficient subject numbers for adequate power. However, 
if future larger cohorts had the possibility to record dates of T2DM diagnosis 
it would offer great insight into the specific time frame when T2DM affects 
bone area. 

In Paper IV we used methods of mediation analysis which are innovative 
and not commonly used in other epidemiological studies assessing possible 
mediating pathways which frequently use the traditional approaches rather 
than the counterfactual-based approaches we have used.(253) Firstly, I think 
further application of these methods is warranted to answer not only this re-
search question but other causal mediation questions. In this study, effect es-
timates were similar when using the traditional approaches and the new ap-
proaches which may lead some researchers to believe they are not necessary. 
However the biases that arise from traditional methods of mediation analysis 
are a concern and should be dealt with efficiently with more effective meth-
ods. It has been highlighted that with the rapidly advancing methods of medi-
ation analysis, better tools for power and sample-size calculations are re-
quired,(254) as this is a common issue when it comes to conducting efficient 
mediation analysis. 

However using the advanced methods we cannot rule out possible media-
tion through other variables or the cancelling out of effects between T2DM 
and BMI. The association between Mediterranean diet and hip fracture has 
been established in several research designs most recently in a case control 
study,(255) but the mechanisms remain unclear. Therefore, future implementa-
tion of these methods to establish the causal mechanisms between the Medi-
terranean diet and hip fracture is warranted.  
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Summary and conclusion 

In summary, Papers I, II and III showed that T2DM and higher fasting glucose 
levels, used as a risk marker for T2DM were associated with smaller bone area 
at the hip. These results may be explained by a lesser expansion of the bone 
sometime during the transition to T2DM. These results may provide important 
mechanistic evidence as to why those with T2DM have a greater risk of hip 
fracture. The fact that we were able to replicate these findings using three dif-
ferent study designs is a strength of this thesis and suggests that the associa-
tions we found are true at least for these cohorts.  

We are unable to rule out mediation or counteracting effects but we found 
an effect of  Mediterranean diet on the risk  of hip fracture that does not go 
through T2DM and BMI. Further work is therefore needed to establish casual 
pathways between Mediterranean diet and hip fracture risk. 
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